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This thesis is the fourth in a series of em.pirical investigations
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tion is that per sonal predispo sitions ofmarital partner s as well as
the social context of their marriage influences m.arital intimacy par-
ticularly the partners I readiness to com.municate verbally with each
other about important attitudes and feelings.
Fifty married graduate students attending Portland State Uni-
versity School of Social Work and their spouses cOITlprised the
zsample. The subjects responded to three instruments: (l) aper-
sonality scale (Authoritarian Familyldeology--AFI) developed by
Jane Loevinger , (2) a measure of verbal accessibility (VA), and (3)
a measure of social network based on the works of E l1zabeth Bott
Four hypotheses were tested:
-、
(l) the greater an individual ’s authoritarian familγ ideology
(AFI) , the Ie s swill bε his verbal acce s sibility(VA).
(2) the greater a married couplξ’ s AFI , the less will be thε
marital VA.
(3) the greater the connectεdness of the couple ’s social network ,
the less will be thε marital VA.
(4) the greater the connectedness of a couplε ’ s social network,
the greater wilL be the spouse s I combined AFI.
The Pearson Product Moment Correlation was used in the data
analysis. The data supported the first and second hypotheses , with
moderately low corrεlations being found. Re s,ults obtained we re
•• ------읍tatistic급l피 ~ig관펄cant at least at the . 05 levε1 and the hypothe se s Qf
inverse relationships between AFI and VA for both individuals and
couples were accepted. The data did not support thehypotheses con-
cerned with the relationship betweεn acouple ’s social network ,
marital V A , and marital AFI.
Generally , the study revealed that marriages in which spouses
displayed less willingness for reciprocal verbal exchanges q.ppeared
~’~
3to be mo re autho ritarian· in struc ture. Whereas tho se marriage s· in
which spouses had agreater proclivity for mutual sεlf-disc10 sure
appeared less rigid and convεntional. The study did no t p rovid e
evidence of arelationship betweξn the soc ial context of marriage CLnd
ideological preferencεs. This raised a quεstion regarding the
validity of the instrument used to measure social network. A more
prrec ise instruTIlent would have provided TIl O re definitive re su1ts.
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’CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1. MARRIAGE AS ADULT SOCIALIZATION
This study of the :marri C;Lges of 50 graduate social work students
and their spQuses utilizes the interactional approach to marriage.
Marriage is seen as a ,.continuu:m of the on ,-going socializ a, tion
process beginning at birth and ending with death. Thexnarital statε
is onε in which :most people spend the greater portion of their lives.
Because of the intimacy of thε :marital relationship , the , influence of
each spouse upon the other isprofound. It is sεe:mingly import~nt
that :marital interactionis of such aquality as to promote adult social ...
ization and personality development. There are succe ssful marriagεs
in which each spousε seems to gain ,in personality integration and
complexity , while other marriagesmaY ,become destructive to the
point of completephysical and mental brealζdown for one or·both
spouses.
We assume that one crucial determinant for success , in :marri-
age is that of verbal accessibility. This , is defined by Polansky (1 965)
as the degree of readiness of a ,personto communicateverbally, and
to permit others to co:mmunicate with him about his most importCl.nt
or determinant attitudes. Determinant attitudes are defined as·thosε
...•
Z
for which change is lTIost likely to bring about changes in other related
or "dependent" attitudes.
In addition , we aSSUlTI e that variations in personality character-
istic s as well as the soc ial context of lTIarried couple s would have
greater significance for lTIarital interaction , and therefore on the
life styles of these lTIarriages. This project evaluated a series of
correlations involving the following variable s:: verbal accessibility
(Polansky , 1965); authoritarian family ideology , a specific personal-
ity dimension (Loevinger , 1962); and social network (Bott:, 1959).
According to Polansky (1 965) , verbal accessibility or (VA) is
dependent on two variables: 1) the enduring characteristics of the
individual , and 2) the release of inhibiting factors in a given situa-
tion-- "VA might be regarded both as a variable reflecting forces at
work in the social situation and as a lTI eaningful attribute of personal-
ity of character" (p. 13). Authoritarian family ideology is descrip-
tive of the degree of flexibility with which aperson approaches family
norms. Social network refers to the collectivity of social relation-
ships which a couple lTIaintains with persons outside the nuclear
family.
II. CONCEPT OF PERSONALITY
Since personality is an important variable affecting marital
interaction , it is pertinent to discuss it as a concept. Stryker (1959)
3defines it as "the organization qf persistent behavior·patterns"
(p. 112). Gordon Allport (1960) has stated that personality is what
a man really is , external actionsmεrelyprovidingclues to the
reality within the individual. But thεn the question arise s as·to
man's essence. Does individual uniquεnes s re sult from one' s make-
up , or is it aproduct of the environment? Currently, the dichotomy
of "heredity or environment" is essentially meaningless. Teicher
(1959) denotes that "Society does not exist apart from man q.nd man
cannot be human without society" (p. 442). Thefollowing .compre-
hensive definition is by Kluckhohn and MurrCi.Y‘ (1953.) •
The personality of an individual is the product of inherited
dispositions and environmental experiences. Thesε exper-
iences occur within the field of hisphysical ,. biological and
social environment , all of which arε modified by thξ culture
of his group. Similarities of life experience s q.nd heredity
will tend to produce similar personality characteristics in
different societies (pp. 66-67).
An important aspect of personality is that from itsvξry incep-
tion , it remains in a state of flux. Manis seen as an actor , as well
as a rξactor. One nεver becomξs， but is in a state of bεcoming.
While personality is not without stability and changes in determinant
attitude s arε difficult to achievε， it is the capacity for change ‘ that
provides the basis for psychotherapy and social work.
4III. PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT AND SYMBOLIC INTERACTION
We assume that personality ’'unfolds" through a series of pro-
gressive steps. One is not born with a particular personality but with
certain inherent predispositions capable of developing in different
directions. An infant is neither social nor antisocial , but rather an
asocial being with the potentialities for social development. He is an
active organism with' ’impulses , "but these are not channelized or
directed toward any specific ends (Stryker , 1959).
Erikson (1 959) state s:
Personality can be said to develop according to steps pre-
determined in the human organism ’ s readiness to be driven
toward , to be aware of , and to interact with , a widening
social radius , beginning with the dim image of a mother
and ending with rnankind , or at any rate that segment of
rnankind which' ’counts" in the particular individual ’S
life (p. 52).
Eoi'‘iksoufs statement sterns from Freud ’ s concept of the epi-
genetic principle which maintains that proper developmental progress
require s the mastering of phase- spec ific tasks in a sequential man-
nero This principle grew out of embryology , in which the proper
unfolding of the embryo depends upon each organ' s arising out of its
anlage in the proper sequence and at the proper time (Lidz , 1968).
Fortunately , personality development is not so rigidly set as embry-
onic rnaturation and even though development is impeded or altered ,
compensations are possible , and deficiencies can be turned into
strengths.
5Personality develops through a series of social acts .. Accord-
ing to Stryker (1 959 ), the underst9-nding of symbolic intξractionbegins
with thε social act. First he defines the ’'act" as bεhavior which
stems from an impulse and requires some adjustment to appropriate
objects in the external worlq. A "social" act is describεd as one in
which the appropriate object is another individual. When two persons
in a reciprocal. relationship respond to cues emanating .from each
other in a manner which is recognized as significant by each , thεy
engage themselves in the process of communication.
Sullivan (1 946) refers to the comrrIuriicatiori between:anInfant and his
mother as "emotional contagion or communion." The se arefee1ings: ‘
transmitted by the pressure of touch , the tonal quality of voicε and
bodily tension. It is through the se daily verbal and non-verbal inter-
actions that an infant first begins to experience ·feεlings of "self. "
Later , whenhe responds to his own words as others respond to them
and modifieshis behavior in anticipation of the response Qthers will
make , his words are "significant symbols , " and human ·intercom-
munication is thεn achieved (Hill , 1965).
When the interactional process proceeds normally‘ between a
person and those who are important to him , the growing ego organ-
izes into consistent patterns of behavior and becomes well differξn­
tiated. The self emεrges and can take the role of the othεr， thereby
having the capacity to seε the wo rld objec tively as well as sub괜ctively，
6and to realize the difference. The hεa1thy ego accξpts the changes ,
privations , and frustrations inherent in the 1ifeprocess and uses
them as stimuli forfu .rther growth. Emotionally , the healthyper-
sonality is relatively. free from infantile erotic tie s and is able to
enter into a close relationship like marriage on agive-and-take
basis (Hill , 1965). Because the ego has achievedorganizational
unity , it can differentiatebetween disparate drives and channel these
impulses in socially acceptablεways.
Interruption or disruption of this vital developmental process ,
especially during the formative years , may be so disastrous asιto
result in death or at the very least some damageto the developing
personality. Studies by Bowlby (1 966) , Spitz (1 945 ), and Goldfarb
(1 955 ), have shown that babies lacking a consistent , positivε inter-
actional experience with a significant person , do not develop , normally
either physically or emotionally. These studies onmaternal depriva-
tion concluded that prolonged depriv~tion of thε young. child of mater-
nal care maY， havε grave and far- reaching e£fec ts on his charactξr
which maylast a ‘ lifetime. Furthermorε， the ability most affected
was speech , the ability to express'being more retarded than , the
ability to understand (Bowlby, 1966).
Bowlby states:
Maternal deprivation has a differential effect on different
processes , especially,language and abstraction , and cer ...
tainaspects of personality, most ε specially the ability to
7establish andmaintain deep and meaningful interpersonal
relations , but also the ability to control impulse in the
interest of long range goals (p. 341).
IV. PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT IN MARRIAGE
People getting married com.e into the marital state with fairly
stabilized personalities. There is consistency to their patterns of
behavior. But marriage, as a part of the life process for most people,
entails a number of ever- changing developmental tasks. These tasks
are intra-personal, interpersonal, and social in nature. Duvall
(1957) li sted a numbe r of family deγelopmental tasks that span the
family life cycle. They are to establish and maintain:
1. An independent horne
2. Satisfactory ways of getting and spending money
3. Mutually acceptable patterns in the division of labor
4. Continuity for mutally satisfying sex relationships
5. Open system of intellectual and emotional communication
6. Competency in bearing and rearing children
7 0 A workable philosophy of life (p. 336).
The successful accomplishment of these developmental tasks
would demand a great amount of adjustment, flexibility, and readjust-
ment on the part of both spouses and subsequently other members of
the family. A person who is rigid and inflexible can conceivably
hamper marital adjustment and personality development, for it is in
the free give-and-take of a significant relationship that personality
grows.
It seems that m.arriages would be more likely to succeed when
8the spouses have flexible and adaptive personalities. However , the
real essence of a marriage is in its interaction. Themarital rela-
tionship represents more than the sum of itspersonalities , although
it still bears·identification of its component parts.
The relationship depend s not so much on the stability of the
sep~rate pe rsonalitie s , but what emerge s as a re suIt of their inter-
action. Marriage as an on-going adult-socialization process is pos-
sible for thosebeset with personality problems as well as ·for those
who are not. It is Ackerman ’ s (1954) contention that the outcome in
mental health terms of aparticular marital relationship is not con-
tingent exclusively on the character of the neurosis of the individual
partners , but on the dynamicpart that neurotic conflict plays in the
comple.x process of the integration of each partner ’s personality into
their reciprocal roles of husband and wife. Lidz (1968) contends
that while personality problems may be helped by marriage , they
mo re c ommonly create d ifficultie s.
V. VERBAL ACCESSIBILITY
Verbal accessibility , the degree of readiness of one person to
communicate to another about his determinant attitudes , is related
to personality: an important variable affecting marital interaction.
"VA is an aspect of ego-functioning , interlocking with and dependent
9upon 0 rg a,nizational unity and the capac ity fo r self ... ob se rvation' ’
(Polan s.ky , 1965 , p. 18).
When personality development hasproceedednormally , when
the person has .beεn able to achiξVξ afirm sense of sεIf as an inde-
pendent object , it would seem that VA would be high. High VA in
marriage can facilitatemarital adjustment to the dξgree thq.t each
spouse ‘ is willing to reveal to the othεrhis feelings γ beliefs , attitude s,
wants , and role expectations; however , high VA doesnot of itself
guarantee marital adjustment.
As Jourard statεs:
You cannot love another person , that is , bεhave toward him
so as to foster his happiness and growth , .unless you know
what he needs. And you cannot know what he needsunlξss
hε tells you (Jourard , 1964, p. 3).
It is Jourard's opinion that a person who doξs·not disclosξ him-
self fully and truthfully to at least one significant person is self-
alienated. A self-alienated person can never lQve anqther person ,
nor can hebe loved by thε other person sincehe neither knows him-
self nor the Qtherperson. It sξerns that effec tivξ loving call s fo r
knowledge Qf the objεct (JO,urard , 1964). VA in marriagemay there ...
fore be a critical factor in enhancing the growth of lovebetween thε
spouses.
VA as a stable but not rigidly fixed feature of personality,
varies with time , social situation , and t a. rget persons. Currently
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thepsychological well-bεing and emotional fulfillment of hu sb a,nd Ci:nd
wifehavε become primary criteria upon which a successful relation-
ship is e stab1ished. The trend is toward acomp a.nionship ‘ type
marriage which emphasizξs the equality of the spouse s. It expec ts
them to get emotional and intellectual stimulation:from each other ,
to develop. thξir individual personalitie s in a who!εsomemannεr ， and
above all to find happinεss in each other ’ s company (E. W. Bu~gess，
P. Wallin , and G. D. Shultz , 1954). Couples adheringto acompan-
ionship type marriage would seem to be motivated toward a. , higher
VA in their marriages.
A couple ’ s social network , that is the number and connected-
ness of its social relationships , may.be relatedto VA betwξεnmari-
tal partners. Connectedness refers to the extent that aU or some of
the couple ’s friend s and relative s maintain soc ial contac ts with onξ
another irrespectivξ of the couple ’s presence. High connξctedness，
or a close-knit network (Batt , 1959) with many.inter-rela,tionships ,
may be associa,ted with lower emotional involγement in ‘ the marital
relationship. A low connectedness , or a .loose-knit network (Batt ,
1959) with few or no tntξr-relationships， may.be associated with
higher personal satisfactions in marriage and , possibly , greater VA
between the spouse s.
Rεgarding target persons , Jourard (1 964) points out that mar ...
ried subjects , male andfemale , disclose less to theirparents and
11
friends~ and more to each other. The study by Kress e" ξt a.l. ,(1967) ,
is in accordance withJourard ’s finding showing ahighpe rc entage of
positive responses toward the spouse as atarget person over other
target persons.
During the process of socialization , aperson tends to see the
world as it has beξn interpreted to him. Reality is never exper-
ienced as it really is , but is altered in the sεrvice of our emotions ,
beliefs , and values. Walker , 략란~ .. (1968 ), sugge sts that the concept
of another is as important a variable in determining the quality of
relationship as is thε concept of verbal accessibility.
It has been shown .... that whenpersons recεive contra ...
dictory information about anotherthey oftenmisperceive
entire sets of fac ts 、 in order to develop an internally con-
sistent view of that person ... (and) ••. provide
themselves with apicture of thε other which remains
relatively stable and consistent' ’ (Levinger and Senn ,
p. 10).
In a good relationship , certain , illusions possess apositive function
and value .like protec tingmutual sεlf-esteem. The healthy. personal-
ity is effectively discriminatory in his use of VA in terms of roles
and relation·ship· in marriage.
V I. AUTHORITARIANISM IN MARRIAGE
Authoritarianism as one outcome of the socializationprocess
is de scriptive of a personality characterized by varying a~pectsof
rigidity. Accordingto Adorno， εt 란. (195이， the most essential
12
feature of this personality structure is lack of organization. The ego
is not only constricted but quite undiffe rentiated. Ego gro·wth
achieved through the free give-and-take of spontaneous interaction
between a child and the significant persons in his world iswithheld
in a hie rarchical, authoritarian parent- child relationship.
This exploitative parent-child relationship is likely to carry
over into a power-oriented, exploitatively dependent attitude towards
one I S spouse. The authoritarian spouse re -live s in the marital situa-
tion, the situationwhich had existed in his childhood. He has neithe r
achieved independence from his parents nor has he re solved infantile
erotic ties. Because he is afraid ofwhat he might reveal if he talks
about his feelings, the authoritarian person prefers to keep every
interpersonal relationship, even the m.arital one , highly structured
and perfunctory. He may be unhappy and m.ay even know that his
spouse is unhappy, but he is fatalistic about life and believe s that he
cannot change his fate.
Most im.portantly the authoritarian personality, being extracep-
tive , is out of touchwith his real self. Therefore there is less
chance for effective comm.unication of determinant attitude s , and
more chance for misunderstandings in interpersonal relationships
such as the marital one.
The foregoing material in this chapter sugge sts that personality
developm.ent is dependent on an individual's inherent predispositions
13
and on sYIT1bo1ic interaction which IT1ay be both verbal and non-verbal.
Marriage is seen as an on-going process of adult socialization effect-
ed through syIT1bo1ic interaction. Verbal accessibility as one aspect
of sYITlbo1ic interaction is dependent on two variables--persona1ity
and the social situation. The inter- relationship of the se variablεS
within a given IT1arriage , thereforξ ， deterIT1 ines the type and quality
of the IT1arriage.
CHAPTER II
THEORY AND HYPOTHESES ABOUT VERBAL ACCESSIBILITY
1. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
This study is a continuation of a series of investigations con-
cerned with verbal aspects of marital interaction. It s Il1ain assuIl1p-
tion is that personal predispositions of Il1arital partners as well as
the soc ial context of their Il1arriage influence Il1arital intiIl1acy ,
particularly the partners ’ readiness to cOIl1municate verbally with
each othe r about iIl1portant attitude s and feeling s.
The study has four objectives. The first is to study the rela-
tionship between the verbal accessibility (VA) ofthe individual among
urban Il1iddle-class spouses and the extent of authoritarianisIl1 in
their faIl1 ilyideology (AFI). The second objective isto develop a
scale for Il1easuring the connectedness of these couple ’s soc ial net-
work. The third is to study the relationship between Il1arital VA and
the couple ’s social network. Marital VA is used here to describe the
degree to which spouses are verbally accessible to one another. And
the final objec tive is the inve stigation of the relationship between AFI
and the couple ’s social network.
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II. THEORY ABOUT VA
Polansky (1 965) defines verbal accessibility (VA) as '’the degree
of readiness of the person to communicate verbally , and to partici-
pate in-communication about , his detεrminant attitude s' ’ (p. 6). This
readiness he describes as the resultant of a force field which exists
at a particular point in the ind ividual' s life space. The phrase
"determinant attitudes"is used to refer to those attitudes whose
change seems most likely to biring about changes in other related
attitudes thus resulting in alterations·inthe individual's personality
structure.
VA, as an aspect of ego functioning , is characterized as a
stable , though not rigidly fixed feature of personality which indicates
over-all '’organizational unity" of the personality and the individual ’s
related capacity for self observation. That the individual himself
chooses those with whom he wishesto communicate suggests that
VA fluctuates in response to one ’s immediate environment. Rickers-
Ovsiankina and Kusman (1 958) therefore contend that VA can be con-
sidered as a '’quasi-stationary" state which varies with external as
well as internal conditions.
Verbal expression of important feelings serves several positive
functions. First , it provides abasis for the cognitive structuring of
one' s positionin relation to the social environment by furnishing a
16
source of information"which facilitates his understanding and explana-
tion of , control over , and prediction a,.bout events which affect him.
Second , verbal expression offers a channel for the release of
emotional tensions and , at the samε time , may serve to ward off the
deleterious effects of defense m.echanisms s,uch as withdrawal , pro-
jec tion , and denial. Rapaport (1951) contend s that communication
not only enrichesthe store of experiences ,. thereby counteracting
ego -limitations , but also εnhances.the' ’synthetic func tion of the εgo"
(p. 727f). Mere cOITlITlunication ,. however , does·not nξCξss~rily give
an accuratξ description of one'sverhal accessibility. Polansky
(1 965) purports that the verbose individual may utilize his conversa-
tional skills to evade rathεr than reveal impo rtant aspec ts about him-
self. By doing s c> communication of attitudes is releg a,tedt6 an
impersonal level which may affect an individual ’s failure to establish
a sense of indepεndence and singular identity. Polansky (1 965) con-
eludes that "the extent to which aperson is accessiblε to interper-
sonal communication is a result of a subtle balancebetwεenthe
contractive need to protect vulnerable areas of the personality and
an expansive tendency toward social , cognitive , and emotional sε1£-
expression" (p. 32).
Jourard (1959a) deals with abehaviora, l aspect of verbal expre s-
sion and refers to it as self-disclosurξ Self-disclosure is defined
as the process of revealing one ’s thoughts , feeling s , and neξds. to
17
another individual through direct verbal expression. By. necessity ,
thisprocess requires that theindividual engage.himself in an active
endeavor toward "real-self ...being" or knowing oneself. Thisdis-
covery of the breadth and depth of one ’sneed sand feεlingsand the
nature ofself-affirmed valuεsis enhanced and sustained.by disclos-
ing oneself to others; the total effectbeingnot only a potential means
of achieving a .healthy personality but also thξ ultimate stahiliz C;l tion
of a healthy personality.
Jourard (1959a) goes on to say that the inability to know one ’S
"real self" and discloseit to othersis related to neurosis , and that
an in.dividual thus self-alienated can never truly lovξ nor beloved
by another person.
In one study dealing with the self-disclosure behavior of men ,
Jourard and Landsmar (1 960) state that "people who wish tobecome
known and understood must disclose themselves" (p. 183). The study
revealed that the correlation between one ’s self-disclosure and know-
ing another individual was stronger than that between one' s self-
disclosure and liking that individual , and that although object cathexis
was a greater factor in disclosure rates among women , .both menand
women showed amarked '’dyadic effect" in their disclosure patterns.
"Dyadic effect" is used hereto m.eanthe reciprocal exchangeof com-
munication where the individual receives disclosure from othersin
proportion to the amount he discloses to them (Jourard , 1961).
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These findings have particular relevance to intimate , inter-
personal relations such as those between the spouses and are sup-
portive of Nooney and Polansky ’ s (962) contention that intimate con-
versation among individuals serves to ’'promote a sense of mutual
incorporation (i. e. ’As you really know me , I become part of you.' fit
(p. 34). They further state that the readiness for intimate or free
conversation "reflects an increase in (driving) forces toward self-
revelation' ’ and a "lowering of restraining forces against verbalizing
deeper feelings ’, (p. 34). This suggests that the intimate interper-
sonal relationship between husband and wife would be highly conducive
to an elevated degree of VA between the marriage partners.
Jourard (1961) goes so far as to state that "the relationship
between a person and his spouse is 'closer' , insofar as self-revela-
tion is concerned , than any other everyday relationship a person has
entered up to that time" (p. 192). He contends that seeminglyan
individual ’ s fullest self-disclosure usually manifests itself in a per-
son of the oppo site sex which would then imply that persons unable
to achieve a close relationship with an opposite- sex partner would
remain with much "self" that is not expressed or achieved. If the
conditions of a marriage were such that a significant point of mutual
self-disclosure w'as not reached between the spouses , it could be sur-
mised then;that .the spouses ’ personal growth would be arrested and
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the intεrpersonalgrowth and enrichment of the marital relationship
would not reach its fulle st capacity.
III. THEORY ABOUT AFI
Adorno，략 란. (1 950) uses the term personality to mean an
essentially enduring organization of forces or predispositions within
the individual. These forces are not in themselves responses; that
is , they are not synonymous with behavior nor are thεy necessarily
manifest in overt specific behavior patterns. Instead , they lie
"behind behavior and within the individual" and this can be described
as "readinesses for response" or determinants of behavior (p. 5).
Such readinesses or proclivity toward overt expression suggests that
personality is in a continuous state of flux as the individual acts and
reac ts to the environment.
The forces of personality are primarily personal needs (drives ,
wishes , em.otional im.pulses ), and their verbal expression takes the
form of opinions , attitudes , and veUues. Since the term. ideology
commonly refers to the individual' s way of looking at m.an and society,
personality may be regarded as a determinant of ideological prefer-
ences (Adorno, et a l., 1950). It follows thεn that the application of
one's manner of viewing his environment as dictated by personal
need s will be related to spec ific behavior patterns.
Although the elastic quality of pe rsonality facilitates the
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individual' s adaptation to his environment , it is itsbasic structure
which provides a guideline for consistent patterns of behavior in
widely varying situations. This personality structure within the
ind ividual is capable of initiating ac tion upon the environment through
a process of selecting appropriate learned behavior in response to
external stimuli. Although always modifiable , personality , and its
subsequent overt manifestations , are frequently very resistant to
change.
Generally speaking , the Authoritarian Family Ideology (AFI)
has been described by Adorno , 략 략. (1950 ), Loevinger (1962 ), and
Levinson and Huffman (1 955) as one characterized by:
Repression of Instinctual Tendencies
Typically , the authoritarian personality is predisposed to
many fears , weaknesses , passivity , sex impulses , and aggressive
feelings toward authoritative figures, particularly his parents. These
tendencies are difficult for the individual to openly accept as part of
his own ego and , as a result , he fails to integrate them satisfactorily
with his conscious self image (Adorno , 략 략.， 1950).
Externalization of Instinctual Tendencies
To deal with these dispositions the authoritarian personality
makes massive use of ego defenses such as projection , denial , and
reaction-formation to the extent that much of what cannot be accepted
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as part of one ’s own ego is ascribed to the external world. These
defenses aid the individual in his social encounters by allowing hiIT1
to rationalize his instinctual tendencies as norIT1al responses to a
hostile and threatening environIT1 ent over which he has no contro l.
Related to both repre ssion and externalization of instinctual
tendencies is the tendency toward avoidance of introspection. An
ind ividual expend ing large aIT10unts of εnergy to repress these ten-
dencies has 1i t t1e left for either cOIT1 ing to know hiIT1 self or disclosing
hiIT1 self to others. There occurs then an unconscious- inability to
conceptualize one's inner life which Adorno , et a l. (1950) refers to
as· "anti ‘ introception ll and which is reflected in a lack of perception
and e IT1pathy fo r 0 the rs' thoughts and feeling s.
Adherence to Conventional , Middle-Class Values
Because of his poorly integrated ego and a subsequent inept-
ness to establish and effect iIT1pulse controls , the authoritarian per-
sonality relies upon the external support and approval of othersas a
basic IT1eans of structuring his life style. Adherenceto arigid
externalized set of conventional values resolves to SOIT1e extent the
anxiety felt over his inability to consciously ad IT1 it personal weak-
nesses and , at the saIT1e tiIT1 e , his intensely felt need to protect
these weaknesses fro IT1 exposure to others. This over-dependency
on external controls rather than inner IT10ral responsibility manifests
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itself socially in the formation of stereotypes and strong ingroup-
outgroup cleavages. Social achievement and status levels provide a
basis for evaluating one's associates and little tolerance is held for
persons whose values differ from those of one's chosen group.
Their approach to interpersonal relationships with others is rela~
tively re stric ted and superficial. Adorno , 말 란. (1950) contend s
that this approach is "counter-cathetic ’, in that it is effec ted at the
expense of self-expression and emotional release.
An Exploitat~ve Parent-Child Relationship
Relationships among authoritarian persons tend to be in clearly
defined roles of dOlllinance and submission. Thereis less sponta-
neity and affection and the unconditional parental lovefound inlllore
equalitarian families is replaced by a love and acceptance based on
compliance to rules and minimal disagreelllent. Emphasis is placed
on discipline as a means of ensuring family unity.
Loevinger (1962) describes the authoritarianwolllan as having
a punitive and controlling attitude toward many areas of child rearing
and a hierarchical and sentimental view of family life as a whole.
She further state s that thi s orientation is attributable to the woman' s
fear of her own im.pulses which she sees reflected in the child. Pro-
tected by her lack of perceptiveness for the child ’ s needs , the
mother' s im.mediate response is to establish controls which regulate
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the child ’ s behavior thus depriving him of opportunitiesfor ego
development and self control. This merely exemplifies one way in
which the authoritarian personality is encouraged and maintained
through the socialization process.
An Ex~ggerationofSex_Roles
Theneed to repress felt weaknesses results in a self-conception
which exaggerates both ideal and characteristic features of masculine
and feminine roles. The authoritarian personality seeshimself only
in terms of those features assigned specifically to his sex. Allother
traits are held in contempt and those displaying such characteristics
are considered inferior and weak. Thisis partly a carry-overfrom
the exploihttive-parent ‘ c hildrelationshipexper，ienc.ed'''·e-a파lie만 in딘Hfe
and is consistent with the general tendency of these individuals to
"display ’negative identification' with the weak along with their posi-
tive though superficial identification with the strong" (Adorno , et a l.‘ ’
1950 , p. 387). Typically there is a separation of sεx and affect
particularly for men where intimate relationships with thε opposite
sex are depersonalized. This supports the individual ’s need to know
and as sume a spεcHic role as defined in a dominance-submission
exchange but it also encourages an ambivalence which combines an
underlying disrespect for and resentment against thε opposite sex
with an externalized and excessive pseudo-admiration for that person
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(Adorno , et aL , 1950).
Authoritarian Family Ideology is a reflection of the authoritar-
ian personalities of family members,particularly the parents and
eventually the children as they are affected by the socialization
process.
Both Loevinger' s (1 962) study and the Berkeley study conducted
by Adorno , 학 란. (1950) became involved in measuring the capacity
of the individual to conceptualize his "inner life." This trait which
describes the extent of one ’ s ego strengths is revealed in the authori-
tarian personality as a tendency toward self-conception in terms of
social stereotypes. Loevinger , whose study deals exclusively with
women , found this trait , as measured by the AFI Cluster , to be very
similar to that measured by the Berkeley F scale , which concerns
itself mainly with men.
Both studies provide support for the notion that authoritarian-
ism is a stage in the normal developmental sequence. Authoritar-
ianism results from poor impulse control as influenced by early
problems associated with ego development and leading to later prob-
lems associated with achieving a sense of identity. This is consistent
with psychoanalytic theory of psychosocial development (Erikson ,
1963).
However , their conclusions differ as to the position of this
trait along acontinuum which ranges from the "authoritarian-
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stereotyped-conventional-rigid individual to the democratic -permis-
sive ‘ flexible-differentiated person" (Loevinger , 1962 , p. 115).
Adorno ’ s , e t al ~ (195이 study is based on patterns abstracted from
data collec ted on large groups of people rather than individual case s ,
and the results of the study are limited to trends found in individuals
at the extremes of the continuum as those with middle scores were
not included.
In contrast , Loevinger (1 962) makes the assumption that
"authoritarianism , rather than being the extreme of a trait is ‘ in fact
the mid-point of a developmental sequence" (p. 116 ), and that the
authoritarian personality can be considered an immatureversion of
the liberal person. This is an observation not made in the Berkeley
study.
IV. THEORY ABOUT SOCIAL NETWORK
Traditionally, the family was seen asa self ‘- sustaining soc ial
unit conta,ined in an organized kinship group whose functions encom-
pas sed the economic , political , religious , and soc ial aspec ts of the
family and provided the necessary controls to regulate its life-style.
Bott (1959) describes an organized group as one in which "the corn ...
ponent individuals make up a larger social whole with common aims ,
interdependent roles , and a distinctive sub-culture" (p. 58).
With the development of industrialism and urbanization , the
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concept of the family unit changed from that of an extended system to
one confined to the nuclear group of parents and their children. The
extent of the family ’s functions were reduced and those once enjoyed
by the extended family system were redistributed among non-family
agencies in the society at large. In view of this transition , Parsons
and Bales (1955) see the family as having become , on the "macro-
scopic" level , almost completely functionless. Theyclaim that the
family doe s not itself
. engage in much economic production; it is not a
significant unit in the political power system; it is not
a major direct agency of integration of the larger society.
It s individual members participate in all thesefunctions
but they do so ’as ind ividuals ' not in their role s as family
m ernbe r s (p. 16) •
In effect , the social control over the familyvvas.r.ecluced.so
that nosingle agency has complete , continuous governing power over
it. This allows the family , within broad limits , to make its own
decisions and regulate its own affairs which Parsons and Bales (1955)
define as those involving the socialization of the child and the stabili-
zation of the adult pe rsona1ity.
At the same time , however , the urban nuclear family has
become an isolated , "ind ividuated , '’ relatively autonomous soc ial
unit. Displaced from an extended kinship system , the family now
finds itself placed in a "structurally unsupported" situation where
emotional tie s and bond s of mutual as sistanc e are substantially
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reduced and the vulnerability to collapsξ under stre ss is inc reased.
In an effort to correct this situation , falTI ily lTI e lTIbers lTI ay turnto
one ano the r fo r e lTIotional suppo rt and as si s tancε or sεek silTIilar
support in a network of social relationships outside the i lTIlTIediate
falTIi1y. This is·not to suggest , however , that the one course of action
is selected to the exclusion of the other
Bott (1 959) states that:
Conceptually , the network stands between the falTIily and
the total social environITIent. The variability in the total
environITIent perlTIits choice in thε field of external social
relationships; choicε is affectedboth by situational factors
and by thε personalities of the lTI e lTIbers of the falTIi1y
(p. 98).
Social nεtwork is here defined as a social configurationin
which SOlTIe , .but not all , of the component extεrnaLun~tsmaintain
relationships with one another. The nUlTIber of relationships which
these external units (relatives , friends , acquaintances , etc.) share
independently of the falTI ily is a lTIeasure of the degree of "connected-
ness" of the social network peculiar to εach falTI ily and relative to
the networks of other falTIilies.
Bott (1 959) distinguishes between two types of networks and
refεrs to thelTI as loose-knit and close-knit. The terlTI loose-knit
de scribe s a network in which therε are few relationship s a lTIong.the
cOlTIponent units. This type is lTIost likely. to develop where the
exte rnal relationship s are relativξly discontinuous in space and tilTIe
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and is characteristic of families whose residence frequently changξs.
In contrast , close-knit describes anetwork in which there are many
relationship s among thε component units. This type occursmore
often when the marital couple , together with friends , relatives , etc. ,
have grown up in the same local area and continue to live there after
marriage.
Factors such as economic ties , type of neighborhood , oppor-
tunities for making relationships outside thε existing network , and
social mobility affect the degree of connectedness peculiar to εach
network. These variables , in combination with the family ’ s personal
need s , ;'c'reate acomplex of force s which also affect the extent of
the network or the actual number of external units with whom the
family chooses to form relationships.
V. HYPOTHESES
Based on the mat~rial prεsented， ,', it would appεar that a person
who conceptualized his environmεnt as being ho stile and thre e.ttening
would be reluctant to expose himself to othersfor fear of personal
as sault. Since one ’s livelihood usually demands social encounters ,
such an individual would be required to selec t from a vast repertoire
of values those which are most conventionally espoused. This would
not only sεrve as a camouflage for personal fears and weaknesges
but also serve as theleast stress-provoking means of dealing
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with others.
In his quest for c6nform. ity to society at large and a desire to
sim.ultaneously protect him. sε1£ from. expo sure , such an ind ividual
sacrifices m.uch in term. s of self-assertion and m.akinghim. se l£ known
to others as a unique person. This suggests that the relationships
form. ed with others are m.aintained at a superficial level in which
personally im.portant thoughts , feξlings ， and needs areleft unex-
pre s sed and unrealiz ed.
Based on these observations , we contend that the degrεε of
readiness to com.m.unicate verbally about determ.inant attitudes would
be m.ore restricted for the individual holding to conventional , or
authoritarian , ideological prεferεnces than for the individual entξr­
taining a Ie s s rigid , exte rna1ized value system..
We , therefore , hypothesize that:
Hypothεsis I. The greater an individual ’s authoritarian family
ideology (AFI), the less will be his verbal acces-
sibility (VA).
It canbe assum.ed that persons holding to an authoritarian
ideology will engage them. selves in intim.ate relationship s de spite
inhibitions for verbal expre ssion of determ. inant attitude s and that
som.e of the se relationships will culm. inate in marriage.
Nonetheless , the personality organization of thε individual
would continue to reflec t poor impulse control and an inadequately
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defined identity. Chances are that , in this case , the sεlection of a
spouse would be based on the perception of similar personality traits.
This would provide a relationship supportive of an εgo unable to
withstand exposure and deIllanding of a situation which does not pro-
voke self-revelation. Husband-wifε interaction would be dictatεd by
rigid , prεdetermined ideasbased on adominance~subIllission ex-
change consistent with the authoritarian person ’scone ep tion of
Ill asculinε and feIllinine roles and dedicated to the goal of instru-
Illental , rather than expres sive , task achievement. Adorno , et al.
(1 95이 contend s that this need to sεt off clear demarcation line sand
to ascertain superioritie s and inferiorities inhibits the libidinization
of object cathexis in interpersonal relationships and thus reduces the
degree to which individuals know one another.
It would appear then that the predisposition of thε spouse s to
underplay self-revelation in cOIllbination with the externalized roles
they fill would inhibit the degreξ of readinεss with which the couplε
comIllunicates deterIll inant attitudes to each other (marital VA).
We , therefore , hypothesize that:
Hypothesis II. The greater acouplξ's AFI, the less will be
the marital VA-
Mutual acceptance of such a relationship by the spouses ,
although conducive to cOIllpatibility, does not meet each partner ’s
requirεmεnt for need satisfaction. It is natural to aSSUIlle then, that
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each spouse will seek this satisfaction through sources outside the
marrlage.
Mo st couple s maintain relationships outsidε their marriage.
Whether they be for career advancεmεnt， social acceptance , or kin-
ship obligations , their importance lies in a mutual exchange of
assistance and emotional support. This network of social relation-
ships would not only serve to satisfy the neεds of couples with author-
itarian ideological preferences but also those couples , despite a
greater degree of marital V A , who are unable to handle alone the
burden of stressful situations.
Bott (1 959) contends that the choice of social contactsis
partially affεcted by personality. This implies that people choose
to form relationships with others on the bases of personal needs
which must be expressed for their satisfaction to bξ realized. In
marriage , personal needs are more difficult to meet when they are
unknown
The frequency with which the people known by a. family know
and meet with one another independently of the couple indicates the
extent to which a common set of needs are experienced and values
are shared. This relativε !’connectedness" of the social network
would then afford one or both spouses with an objεctive， predictable
source of support as well as a channel for self-expression. The
availability of such a resource would seem to limit the need for
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marital partners to structure theirpositions in relation to εach other.
We , therefore , hypothesize that:
Hypothesis III. The greater the connectεdness of acouple' s
social network , the less will bξ the marital VA-
This elern.ent of connectedness in the social networkdenotes a
type of esprit de corps or group idεntificationfo r tho se involvξd. The
likelihood that each person shares similar ideas , values , and attitttdes
suggests that there would be less occasion for feeling anxious by
self-exposure or feεling threatened by oppo sing view sbecausξ these
would exist only at a minimal level. In fact , depending upon the
nature and function of the group , its membership may lean toward
the complete exclusion of persons not sharing the same valuξs.
As previously mentioned , ingroup-outgroup cleavages. typify
the authoritarian person ’s response to his environment and thus , his
choice of associates. He is most likely to form relationships only
with those who share the same rigid , externalized set of valuξs. The
re stric tedne s s of the se relationship s would fac i1itate the fo rmation
。f a larger , mo l"ε complex and fully integrated netwo rk of the se
relationship s.
We , thεrefore ， hypothesize that:
Hypothesis IV. The greater the connectedness of a couple ’s
social nεtwork， the greater will be the
spouses ’ combined AF I.
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Thεse hypotheses suggest som.e preliminary relationships
between threε specific variables. They provideabasisfor-investi-
gating the study'sbasic assumption which holds that personal dis-
positions of the marital partners -in combination with the social con ...
text of their marriage affec t the spouse s' attitudes toward ve rbal
communication with one another. Data relevant to thεse variable s
can be used then in the characterization of specific marital patterns.
-’-r-
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
r. INTRODUCTION
In the early stages of this study , we selected and hypothesized
relationships between the following three variable~: the social-psy-
chological variable of the individual ’s and the couple' s attitudε s
toward verbal communication , verbal accessibility (VA); apξrsonal­
ity variable , authoritarian fam.ily ideology (AFI); and , thε social
variable of the connectedness of the couple ’s social network (SN).
II. SELECTION AND CONSTRUCTION OF INSTRUMENTS
、......π·
In order to exam. ine the hypothesized relationships between
these variables , we decided to administer abattery of instruments
which would include the following: (1) a personalitymeasure; (2) a
measure of VA, with threε target pεrsons; (3) ameasure of social
network; and (4) some miseεllaneous identifying data.
A scale developed by Jane Loevingεr (1962) , "Authoritarian
Family Ideology" (AFI) , was chosen to measure thε personality vari-
able of authoritarianism in our subjects. Although Loevinger ’s scale
had been validated only for female subjects , we also administξredit
to the male subjects. In addition to this scale , we utilized a related
_ •. -••• ~
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instrument , "Rejection of Women's Biological Role" (RWBR) , which
we also administered to all the subjects. We titled both of these
scales"Fam i1y Problems Survεylrwhen administering them toιthe
subjects. See Appendix.
To measure thε social-psychological variable of VA, we made
certain adaptations in the instrument developed by Sidney M. Jourard
and Paul Las~kow (1958) , "The Self-Disclosure Questionnairξ." The
instrument , as constructed and administεred by Jourard. and Lasakow ,
consisted of sixty items broken into groups of ten. Each group of tεn
dealt with one of six general categories of information about .the self:
attitudes and opiniQns , tastes and interests , work or studies , money ,
personality , and body. Subjects were asked todisclose , according
to the self-disclo sure rating scale included on the que stionnairε, how
much they had talked to each of five target pξrsons about a specific
item. Target persons are "persons to whom information about the
self is communicated , " and included mother , father , femalξ friend ,
male friend , and spouse. To adapt this questionnaire to ourpur-
poses , we first reduced the number of itεms on thε scale from sixty
to forty-two , removing three itεrns from each of thξ sixcatego rie s.
We selected as thε criteria for removal of items those which were
least specific and/or least meaningful according.to aconsensus of
opinion by the researchers. Next , we reduced the number of target
persons from five to three: parent (subject was asked to select one .),
~~ ---~
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bestfriend (subjectwas asked to identify his best friend) , and spouse.
We thus reduced the original instrumen~ in order to avoid tiring our
subjects. A third changein Jourard and Lasakow's self-disclosure
rating scale was made in the wording , to transform it into an attitu-
dinal scale. The original instrument was designed to measure the
extent to which the subject had made his attitudes knownto other
persons. Because we were interested in the subject' s attitudε
toward communication as opposed to his actual communication , we
changed the scale's response categoriesfrom "Havξ told ...• " to
read "Would tell •••. " or "Would talk .••. " We called this
instrumεnt the "Interac tion Survey" when administering it to thε sub ...
jects. See Appendix.
We were unable to find an instrument which measured thξ con-
nee tedne s s of a couplε ’ s social network (SN) and it was therξfore
necessary to construct one. This instrument was entitled "Family
Friends Survey." 'See Appendix.
In order to collect general information about the sample , a
"General Information Sheet" was worked out and added to the battery
of instruments. It was used to colIεc t data about occupation , agξ ，
level of education , duration of marriage , number of children· in the
family , and the number of years the subjects.had lived in their
present community. See Appendix.
~‘’-- •~ ••------
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III. THE SAMPLE
。ur pr iInary conside rations in thε selection Qf a samplξ Wξ re
size and accessibility. Through group consensus , we decided on a
sample size of fifty couples. Pr im.arily because of their availability
and ability to readily comprehend the instructionsfor the instruments ,
we chose couples from the married graduate students attξnding the
School of Social Work (SSW ), Portland State University , during Fall
Term , 1968. We were aware that in choosing studentsfrom the SSW
as our saITlple , there would be some biasing influence of students
studying students. However , we attempted to counteract some of
the biasby selecting questionnaires , for example , rather thaninter-
viewing our subjects. Confidentiality of all material collected was
also stressed , and this wasin part achiξved by coding the instru-
ments. All of the couples , a total of seventy , were sent aletter
requesting their participation in our research study. Seε App송ndix.
To collεct thε data from a sample of fifty couple s , each of the
five researchers administered the instruments to tencouples. In
preparation for this , each researcher was givεn alist of thirteen
SSW students and their spouses , and there was areserve list of five
couples. This allowed for those couples who were either unwilling
。 r unable to participate in the survey. Twenty of the couples con-
tac ted fell into thi s latte r c atego ry.
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IV. THE PRETEST
Before administering the questionnaires to thξ sample , each
researcher was asked to pretest the set of three instruments on at
least one couple. Prior to doing this , a preliminary set of instruc ...
tions was wo rkεd out and given to each researcher in order to pro-
mote uniformity in the administration of the instruments.
The purpose of the pretest was to familiarize the researchers
with the instruments and their administration , to point out any, tech-
nical errors in construction and/or duplication of the instruments ,
and to ac quaint the rεsearcherswith possible questions that might
bε asked by the subjects as well as special conditions that might pre-
vail , in order that these couldbe handled uniformly/by all research-
ers.
Re su1ts of thξ pretest included correction of technical errors
on thε instruments , revision of the set of instructions given to the
researchers , group discussion of questions raised and problems
encountered during the pretest, and familiarization of the rεsearch­
ers with the administration of the instruments. It wasalso found
during the pretest that reading the instructions aloud with the sub.-
jects , plus having them complete samplε items gave the most satis-
fac to ry re sults.
~혀「←
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V. COLLECTION OF THE DATA
Each couple includεd in the sample was contacted by telephone
about a week after receiving our letter. The telephone contact
served to determine their willingness to p q.rticipate in the project ,
to reiterate the general purpose of the study and the confidentiality
of all information collected , and to set up a time when a researcher
could administer the instruments to the couple. In all but two cases ,
the instruments were administered in the couple ’s.home. It took
approximately three weeks for all of the data to be collected. See
、 "Format for Phone Contact" and "Format for Horne Contact" ,in thε
Appendix. The total time required to complete all three instruments
varied from fo rty to εightyminutes. Upon completion, the coded
instruments were checked for completξness'bythe researcher
administering them and were then placed in anunmarked envelope
to ensure confidentiality.
V I. DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE
Information which was gathered from the "Genεral Information
Sheet' ’ fillεd out by each individual in the sample allows for thefollow-
ing general description of the fifty couples (one-hundred individuals).
Half (fifty) of the subjec ts in our sample were graduate School
of Social Work students at Portland State University. Twenty-eight
~‘....
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of these were first year graduate students and twenty-two were
second year; twenty-five of the se wεre feITlalε students , and twenty-
five were :male students. Of the other half (fifty) of the saITlple ,
spouses of the SSW students , fifteεn were not eITlployed. This nUITl-
ber included both housewives (nine) and spouses who were theITl selvεS
students (six). Of the thirty특five spouses who wεrε e ITlployed , eight
were eITlployed in social work and related fields. Of the reITlaining
twenty-seven eITlployed spouses , occupations for WOITlen ranged froITl
HOITl e EconoITlist to Secretary, and for ITlen occupations rangεd froITl
Attorney to Truck Driver.
Ages of the subjects ranged fro ITl 22-62 yεars , and the ITlean
for the whole population was 33 years. Level of education for the
saITlple ranged fro ITl two years of high school to tenyξars of educ a-
tion sub sequent to cOITlpletion of high school , which ITl ight include
any cOITlbination of college , business and/or professional education.
The ITlean years of εducation for the whole population was 16. 07
(using.the first year of grade school as year one , etc.). The ITlean
for SSW students was 16.62 years of education; for spouses the ITlean
was 15.52 years (for ITlale spouses the ITlean was 16.22 years; for
fe ITlale spouses the mean was 14.83 years.)
For the couples in the saITlple , the duration of ITlarriage ranged
froITl 7 ITlonths to 32years , with a ITlean of 9.5 years. The nUITlber
of children per faITl ily ranged from 0-7 , with a ITledian of 2 children
....톨빼&flY
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pe r farnily.
With regard to the length of time the subjects·had lived in their
present community, the range for the whole population was 2 months
to 41 years (for husbands , the range was2 months to 30 years; and
for wives , the range was 2 months to 41 years). Themean for the
whole population was 6.7 years (forhusbands , the mean was 6.2
years; and for wives , the mean was 7.2 years). Thε median was 3
yearsfor the whole population (3. 1/2 years for husbands C).nd 3.years
for wives). See Table I.
VII. SCORING THE DATA
The score sheet for scoring the responses on the "Family Frob-
lems Survey" (AFI and RWBR) was already available. Scoring of this
instrument was accomplished by indicating on the score sheet those
responsesmadeby the subject corresponding to the keyed responses
making up the scales. These responses were then totaled giving an
AFI score and a RWBR score. The possible rangefor AFI scores
was 0-45 , and the possible range for RWBR scores was 0-11.
It was necessary to construct a score sheet for tabulating the
responsεs on the r’Interaction Survey" (VA). Individual VA scores
were computed by summing the responses for each of the three tar ...
get persons and then adding the three totals. Couple VA scores wξre
computedby multiplying the corresponding item responses in the
-ι£"'~ 1
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spouse column of the husband with the spouse colum.n of the wife , and
sUIl1ITl ing the total. It was felt that the multiplication of these scores
would allow for the interaction effect of the willingness of the spouses
to comITlunicate with one another. The possible r a.nge for individual
VA scores , thus , was 0~252， and for couple VA scoresO-168.
Scoring the "Family Friend s Survey" (SN) was accomplished
by totaling the number of connecting lines drawn in Column III by the
couple. This score was recorded on the instrument itself. The
possible range for SN scores was 0 ‘-10. See the Appendix for copies
of the score sheets.
Tabulation of the data was done by all the researchers , working
in p a.irs. Each researcher worked independently, and the results
were then checked by the other ITlember of the pair. All the data
were then checked for accuracy , in preparation for the stq.tistical
analysis which is covered in Chaptεr IV.
CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
I. DATA ANALYSIS
This study was based on fifty graduate social work students and
their spouses. All married couples in the School of Social Work at
Portland State University were invited to participate. As the sample
was not randomly selected , one must be cautious in generali z; ing
from the re suIts of this study. The sample size gave an N of 50 for
inve stigating the variable s as they related to the marital unit , and an
N of 100 in examining the variables on an individual basis.
Three instruments were used to collect data. The "Family
Problems Survey" was used to measure thε personality variables of
authoritarian family ideology (AFI) and rejection of woman' s biologi-
cal role (RWBR). The second instrument , "Interaction Survey , "
was used to appraise the social-psychological variable , verbal
accessibility (VA). The third instrument, "Family Friends Survey, "
was used to assess the social variable , connectedness of the couple ’s
social network (SN). The first two instruments were completed on
an individual basis , while the third one was responded to jointly by
both spouses. See Table II for descriptive data.
The data were analyzed separately for male social work
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TABLE II
RESULTS OF TEST SCORES ON AUTHORITARIAN FAMILY
IDEOLOGY (AFI) , REJECTION OF WOMAN ’S BIOLOGICAL
'ROLE (RWBR) , VERBAL ACCESSIBILITY (VA) , AND
SOCIAL NETWORK (SN)
Scale Number Range
of Cases
AFI 100 2 ... 28
RWBR 100 0 ... 8
VA 100 89-252
SN 50 0-10
Mean
12.46
3.34
184.01
1.7
Variance
45.16
3.87
1 , 413.65
4.25
Standard
Deviation
6.72
1.97
37.59
2.06
students , female social work students , male non-students , and
feInale non흑 students. It was discovered that there were two couples
where both the husband and wife were graduate social work; students.
In order not to contam. inate the groups , these two couples were left
out. This left 48 couples or 96 individuals. The wife was the student
in twenty-four of the couples and the husband was the studεnt in the
reInaining 24 couples. The AFI and VA scores for thεse four groups
were compared. See Table III.
The AFI datain Table III indicatξs that feInale social work
students have a lower mean than the lllale social work students , male
non-students , and feInale non-students. However , before concluding
this , it was necessary to test the difference statistically and this
was accom.plished by using 조 te sts.
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TABLE III
AFI AND VA SCALE DATA BY SEX AND STUDENT STATUS
Group
Student
Non-Student
Student
Non ‘ Student
Scale
AFI
AFI
VA
VA
Male Female
Mean Standard Mean StandardDeviation Deviation
13.08 6.85 7.96 3.40
14.75 7.08 14.04 7 . 13
186.08 39.17 187.17 33.19
182.88 42.33 175.08 34.98
Before calculating and evaluating the.! tests , a test for homo-
geneity o f' variance was conducted. Using the F test in a two-tailed
te st at the. 05 level of probability , the female student group ’ s vari-
ance was found to be heterogeneous when compared with the other
groups. In testing the groups which have a heterogeneous variance
with equal N' s , the number of degree s of freedom were calculated
using 1/2 the number of degrees of freedom used where the groups
have homogeneous variances (Edwards , 1960). See Table IV.
In examining the data in Table III in relation to VA , the means
of the four groups appear relatively equal to each other. U sing the F
te st to evaluate the homogeneity of variance , all four of the group ’s
variance s were found to be homogeneous at the. 05 level of probabil-
ity. In testing the means , t tests failed to indicate significant differ-
ences in these scores. See Table V. The lack of differences between
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TABLEIV
t TESTS OF AFI SCALE DATA BY SEX
AND·STUDENT STATUS
Groupa Mean Variance Standard tDeviation -
Male Student 13.08 46.91 6.85 3. 21 ~:o:<
Female Student 7.96 11.54 3.40
Male Non톨 Student 14.75 5 0.19 7.08 O. 34
Female Non-Student 14.04 5 0.79 7.13
Female Student 7.96 11.54 3.40 3. 70 ~:o:<
Female Non-Student 14.04 50.79 7. 13
Male Student 13. 08 46.91 6.85 0.33
Male Non-Student 14.75 5 O. 19 7.08
Male Student 13.08 46.91 6.85 0.46
Female Non-Student 14.04 50.79 7. 13
Fem.ale Student 7.96 11.54 3.40 4. 15 ~:o:<
Male Non-Student 14.75 50.19 7.08
a Each group consists of 24 case s
**
p < .01
the four groups is of interest. Perhaps the high similarity in socio-
economic factors between the four groups influenced the results ,
The test m.ay have not been discrim.inating enough to differentiate
actual existing differences. It is clear further ·work ·would be needed
to inve stigate the meaning of the se re suIts.
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TABLE V
t TESTS OF VA SCALE DATA BY
-
SEX AND STUDENT STATUS
Groupa Mean Variance Standard t bDeviation
Male Student 186.03 1, 534.26 39.17 .10
Female Student 187.17 1 , 101.58 33.19
Male Non-Student 182 .. 88 1»791 ‘ 78 42 ‘ 33 .68
Female Non-Student 175.08 1, 223.42 34.98
Female Student 187.17 1, 101.58 33.19 1.20
Female Non-Student 175.08 1, 223.42 34.98
Male Stud ent 186.08 1, 534.26 39.17 .26
Male Non-Student 182.88 1, 791.78 42.33
Male Student 186.08 1, 534.26 39.17 1.00
Female Non-Student 175.08 1, 223.42 34.98
Female Student 187.17 1, 101. 58 33.19 .38
Male Non-Student 182.88 1.791.78 42.33
a Each group consists of 24 cases
b None of thevalue s were significant
II. CONSENSUS OF HUSBAND'S AND WIFE ’S RESPONSES
It was decided to investigate the degree of similarity of hus-
band ’s and wife's scores on the AFI , RWBR and VA scales. This
exploration was accomplished by correlating each husband ’ s score
on the AFI , RWBR , and VA scales with his wife ’s ,corresponding
score. The three sets of scores were correlated using the Pe~rson
•• •• •• R • ~•• ‘ z ←Z←=-~;---=---~-- - ~ =.-= ~ - ---=-=-=-= -=-=-=--=-
'-
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Product Moment Correlation technique. See Table V I. From these
re sults it can be seen that the spouse s in the sample were sim. ilar in
their responses but not to a high degree.
TABLE VI
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN HUSBAND ’S AND WIFE ’S
RESPONSES ON AFI , RWBR , AND VA SCALES
Scale Number of Cases Correlations
AFI
RWBR
VA
nU
nu
nU
R
」
R
」「
3
· 29 >:~
· 45 >:o:~
· 30 >:~
>:~ p < . 05
>:O:C p < .01
III. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AFI AND RWBR SCORES
The relationship between the individual ’ s scores on the AFI and
the RWBR was ·first examined by correlating the husband' s AFI score
with his RWBR score. A coefficient of r = .44 was obtained which
was statistically significant at the. 01 level of probability. Then the
wife ’ s AFI score was correlated with her RWBR score which pro-
duced a coefficient of r = .29 and was statistically significant at the
. 05 level of probability. U sing Fisher ’ s Z transformation 1 the two
correlation coefficients were tested to see if they were significantly
differen t. The coefficients were found not to be significantly different
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at the. 05 level of probability. Thus , the husbands did not display a
significantly stronger relationship between these two variables than
did their wives.
IV. HYPOTHESIS TESTING
Correlation was used for statistical analysis of the hypotheses.
The Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient method was
chosen in preference to other correlation techniques because of its
smaller standard error and greater reliability. Individual and couple
scores were correlated as_ necessary to test each hypothesis.
Hypothesis I stated , '’the greater an individual ’ s authoritarian
family ideology (AFI) , the less will be his verbal accessibility (VA). "
Each individual ’ s score on the. AFI instrument was correlated with
each individual's score on the VA instrument. The null hypothesis
which assumes that there is no relationship between the individual ’S
AFI and VA scores was tested. Avalue equal to or exceedin.g 土 .197 for
때r" indicates statistical significance at the. 05 level with 98 degrees
of freedom and two variables. Calculations produced a significant
but low correlation coefficient of r = -.21 .. thus rejecting the null
hypothesis , and accepting the alternate hypothesis that an inverse
relationship exists between the individual ’s AFI and VA.
Hypothesis II state s , "the g reate raeouple ’s AFI , the Ie ss will
be the marital VA. U The elaboration of Hypothesis I was developed
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in order to explore the relationships between AFI and VA in the
marital unit. The couple ’ s AFI score was arrived at by arithmetically
summing the AFI scores of the husband and wife. In obtaining a
marital VA score , a special consideration was incorporated into its
enumeration. It was believed that the interactional aspect of VA
should be taken into account in the marital VA score. This was
accomplished by multiplying each of the husband ’s item responses
under the column labeled Spouse in the VA instrument by each of the
wives corresponding responses , and then summing these resulting
γaluesfor all items. This summation then represented the couple's
marital VA. The couple ’s AFI score was then correlated with their
marital VA score.
The computation resulted in a statistically significant correla-
tion coefficient of 0.39. A value equal to or greater than 土 .36 was
required to be significant at the. 01 level with 48 degree sof freedom
and two variables. Hence , the null hypothesis was rejected and. the
alternate hypothesis was accepted , i. e. , an inverse relationship
exists between the couple ’ s AFI and marital VA.
Later , the procedure in which the marital VA score was cal-
culated was re-examined. The question was raised whether the
correlation results would be different if instead of calculating the
marital VA score in the manner described above , the scores were
to be constructed simplyby summing. the' husband' s and wife ’ S
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responses. It was decided to correlate the couple ’s AFI score with
a new set of marital VA scores arriγed at by using this simple addi-
tion method.
Computing the Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient
with these new scores produced a value of r = -.36. This correlation
was found to be statistically significant at the. 01 level with 48
degrees of freedom and two variables. Thus , in using this simple
addition method in calculating the marital VA scores , the null
hypothεsis was still rejected. See Table VII.
TABLE VIr
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN AFI AND VA SCALE DATA
BY INDIVIDUALS AND COUPLES
Ind ividuals
Couples
~:~ p < . 05
~:~* p < . 01
Number of
Cases
100
50
Correlation
- .. 21 ~:~
_.' 39 ~:~ ~:c
」“
Hypothe sis III states , '’the greater the connectedness of a
couple's social network , the less will be the marital VA." The
degree of connectedness was represented by the numerical sum of
the relationship s among tho se friend s in the couple ’ s social network
who maintained social contacts with each other at least monthly.
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The ll1arital VA score was calculated in the sall1e ITlanner as
described for Hypothesis II. The social network scores were then
correlated with the couples r ll1arital VA scores. These ll1arital VA
scores were calculated using the ll1u 1tiplication ITlethod.
The resulting correlation coefficient had a value of r = .07.
Based on 48 degrees of freedo ITl and two variables , a value of 土. 28
or greater was required to achieve significance at the. 05 leve l.
The coefficient was not significant and the null hypothesis of no
relationship between the se two variable s was accepted.
Hypothesis IV states , "the greater the connectedness of a
couple's social network , the greater will be the spouses' cOITlbined
AFI." The spouses' cOITlbined AFI score and the connectedness of
their soc ial netwo rk sco re were derived at as defined in te sting
Hypothe sis II and Hypothe sis III re spectively. The two sets of
scores were then correlated.
The cOll1putations produced a correlation coefficient of r = .09.
As in Hypothesis III , the coefficient had to equal or exceed a value of
土 .28 to be significant at the. 05 level with 48 degrees of freedoITl and
two variables. The null hypothesis was accepted since the coefficient
was not significant. The hypothesis that there ·is an inverse relation ..
ship between the connectedness of the couple ’ s social network and the
spouses ’ cOITlbined AFI was not supported.
There are SOll1 e reasons for suspec ting the validity of the social
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network instrument. The instructions stated that spouses were to
respond jointly. However , it was observed that in many cases one
spouse would take a dominant role in completing the form with little
genuine consultation with the other spouse. Also , in several other
cases where disagreement arose between spouses , it was noted that
a compromise evolved in responding to the instrumεnt. It was felt
that in cases where one spouse monopolized the decision~making
process or where the couple had to compromise in responding , the
results mayhave been seriously distorted. From the experience
gained in constructing and administering this instrument , it was felt
that a moreprecise measurement might result if instruments were
designed for each spouse to respond to individually , and a method of
scoring repre senting a compo site of the re suits be developed.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
I. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
This study was concerned with ITlarital interaction. It
addressed itself to three specific variables affecting adult sociali-
zation , the personality developm.ent of each ITlarital partner , and
the quality and character of the ITlarriage.
Fifty social work students and their spouses m.ade up the
saITlple. Based upon a review of the literature and other research ,
it was surm. ised that the structure of a m.arriage would appear more
conventional where the couples displayed a com.bination of high
authoritarian fam. ily ideology (AFI) and low verbal accessibility (VA)
scores and had close-knit social networks. Conversely , it was felt
that ITlarriage s in which couple s displayed a com.bination of low AFI
and high VA scores , and had loose-knit social networks would appear
Ie s s rigid and conventional. See Table VIII.
The results supported the first two hypotheses. Using the
Pearson Product _MonlentCorrelation technique for data analysis ,
m.oderately low correlations between the variables were found , How-
ever an inverse relationship between individual adherence to AFI and
VA was established and accepted as substantiating the hypotheses.
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This same relationship was established between the couple s ’ adher-
ence to AFI and marital VA.
Adorno , et ale (1 950) points out that people with a high degree of
authoritarian personality orientation utilize many ego defenses in
order to maintain a moral facade ,but that they do so at the expense
of self-expression and emotional release. They seemingly experience
a strong need to hide their personal selves from exposure to others.
Reflec ting a rathe r strong opinion , Jourard (1959a) contend s:
Every maladjusted person is a person who has not made
himself known to another human being , and in ~onsequence
doe s not know him self. . . he struggle s ac tively to avoid
becoITl ing known to another hUITlan being. He works at it
ceaselessly , twenty four hours daily , and it is work~
(p , 503).
TABLE VIII
A MARITAL TYPOLOGY
I I I.
yLL·-때빼돼·neapv Low AFI High AFI
Soc ial-p sycho-
logical Variable
High VA Low VA
Soc ial
Variable
Loose-knit
Social Network
Close-knit
Social Network
It should be emphasized that while studies conducted by Adorno ,
and others , have been concerned with contrasting the extreme forms
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of authoritarian and equalitarian types , we did not anticipate in our
study such extreIT1es. Rather , we were interested in a lesser vari-
ation of these personality concepts.
Writing in connection with the relationship-focused approach
to IT1arital probleIT1 s and the beneficial results of increased self-
disclosure , Bardill (1966) ITlakes this observation:
As each partne r inc rease s his reality- based sensitivity to
the situation , the ego gains in strength and it ITlay be pos-
tulated that a strengthened ego is better able to perceive
the irrational aspects of earlier life conflicts for which
re solution is sought in the pre sent. Just as the healing
of a wound is a natural function of the hUIT1an body , so is
the integ ration of new insights a no r IT1al func tion of the
ego. This approach IT1akes use of an understanding of
the inte'ractional diIT1ension of the ITlarital relationship--
the fo rc e s that are affec ted by the inte rac tion of the IT1ari-
tal partners. Such an approach utilizes the increasing
awarene s s of the continuing nature of pe rsonality develop-
ITlent- -the unique need s that IT1ust be IT1et at eve ry stage
of life- ‘ and recognizes the concept that a IT1arriage rela-
tionship has stages of developIT1ent in which crucial needs
IT1ust be met for the relationship to progress (p. 77).
To be a continuing growth process , marriage probably requires
a commitITlent by the ITlarital partners to ITlutual , reciprocal involve-
ITlent in their relationship. Such involveIT1ent deITlands of each part-
ner a continuous effort to solve the probleITl s characteristic of each
developIT1 ental stage. The degree of success with which the couple
works together to IT1eet these tasks would provide SOIT1 e clues con-
cerning the quality characterizing the dynaIT1ics of their relationship.
PresuIT1ably vital to this interactional process is the readiness
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of the partners to communicate verbally with each other about impor~
tant attitudes and feelings.
Research , in the main , has pointed in the direction of women
being "better" self=disclosers than men (Jourard and Lasakow ,
1958 , and Jourard , 1959b). This may be due to the more expressive
roles women are taught to assume in our society which call for
especial concern with , and responsiveness to , feelings. Men , on the
other hand , are taught to adopt more instrumental roles which some-
times encourage the suppression and distrust of feelings and shift
the basis of personal transactions to more cognitive factors (Parsons
and B ale s , 1955 ) .
The results of this study , however , failed to reveal any signi=
ficant sex~related differences for self-disclosure rates. Several
factors may have contributed to this outcome. First, the sample
was not representative of the general population. Its participants
were drawn from a specified group of individuals displaying rather
homogeneous characteristics. Generally speaking , theyall shared a
common urban , middle-class orientation. It is generally recognized
that men of this background do not view emotional expressiveness as
inappropriate behavior. It was not unexpected then that the discre=
pancy between self~disclosure scores for the sexes would be less
where men and women shared similar attitudes about personal
expressiveness. Then too , half of the sample consisted of
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individuals aspiring toward a profession which places considerable
value upon the conununication of attitude sand feεlings. These char-
acteristics of the samplemay have biased the results of the study.
Second , the attempt to change the self-disclosure rating scale
from abehavioral to an attitudinal measure may have influenced the
findings. One could reason that where no provision was made to
determine the validity of individual statements , respondents might
tend to evaluate and present their capacities at a , level more indica-
tive of that aspired to rathe r than ac tually achieved. The capac ity
to express oneself openly is generally regarded as reflecting an
emotionally mature and stable personality. It is natural to assume
that respondents to the questionnaire would wish to present themselves
in this light. That each participant responded individually to the
questionnair~mayhave served to reduce the actual disparities in
self-disclosure rates which theorists claim to exist between the
sexes.
Several other relationships became apparent in our study.
Firs t , relative to both AFI and VA sco re s , the data reflec ted some
similarity between the responses of husbands and wives. The degree
of consensus however was not high and its significance lies more in
its agreement with the findings of other studies (1. e. Byrne and Blay-
lock , 1963 , and Levinger and Breedlove , 1966). The Levinger and
Breedlove study not only establishes that spouses tend tobe sin1ilar
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in certainimportant attitudes but suggests that this agreement is
useful as an index of marital satisfaction. Based on this study , we
might surmise then that the couples in the present sample have rea~
sonably satisfactory marriages. In terms of marriage as a dynamic
process , we could assume that these couples reflect adequate task
pe rfo rmance in their marriage at its particular developmental stage.
Second , the relationship between AFI and RWBR (rejection of
women's biological role) scores for individuals was statistically sig-
nificant. Implications for the authoritarian personality are numer-
ous in this re spec t. Adorno，략 략. (1950) state that the tendency to
exaggerate sex roles is characteristic of the rigid personality.
Individuals with this orientation view themselves in terms of fea-
tures assigned specifically to their sex. The fulfillment of mascu-
line and feminine roles then are realized only thro \lgh channels
deemed appropriate for each sex and defined in terms of a dominant-
submissive relationship. Any transference of personality traits
between the sexes or departure from one's strictly defined role vio-
lates this premise , and those persons deviating from these norms
are considered weak and/or contemptible.
Five of the eleven items in the RWBR cluster deal with two of
the weakest and most vulnerable periods of a woman ’slife: preg-
nancy and childbirth. Two more consider the emotion-laden exper-
ience of nurturing an infant , and another questions women ’ s intere st
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in sexual gratification. In each of these instances the female is por-
trayed as having little control over her subordinate position. She is
in a susceptible state by virtue of another ’ s actions. We would
assume then that authoritarian personalities , having a tendency to
identify with the strong and assertive , would find people in situations
such as these to be contemptible. Consequently they would be morε
likely to score higher on the RWBR scale than would the less rigid
person. The results of this study supported this assumption.
We further speculated that authoritarian males would score
higher on RWBR scale than would their female counter-parts. The
basis for the reasoning here was the depersonalized regard with
which authoritarian men generally approach womεnand conduct their
intimate relationships with them. However this contention was not
substantiated. It is believed that this was partially due to the dis-
propo rtionate number of re spondents obtaining low or mode rately low
scores on the AFI scale. The sample did not provide a range of
scores that was varied enough or apparently high enough to test this
as sumption.
Time did not allow for the statistical analysis of all the raw
data. Nonetheless several untested observations seem worthy of
mention. With few exceptions , subjects indicated that they would
reveal more of themselves to their spouses than to either of the other
two target persons. This supported the findings of Jourard (1961) and
• ~---""'~，，­
i
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Kresse, et a l. (1967). Two particular attitudinal areas where SOITle
subjects tended to have the lowest VA were those relating to sex and
ITloney. In a few cases it was noted that the re spondents would talk
ITlore to a closest friend regarding these • topic s than to their spou se s.
In view of the iITlportance which viable cOITlITlunication patterns have
for the ITlarital relationship , such deviations may be reflective of
some pathology within the marriage of the se particular respondents.
The third and fourth hypotheses of the study were derived froITl
Bott's (1959) work relative to two kinds of social networks and famil ‘
ial role relationships. Briefly , we hypothesized that (1) "the greater
the connectedness of a couple ’ s social network the less will be the
ITlarital VA , " and (2) "the greater the connectedness of the couple ’s
social network , the greater will be the spouses ’ cOITlbined AF I. "
We had reasoned that the ind ividual tend s to seek out othe r s
with siITl ilar deterITl inant attitudes: persons who support his atti-
tudes. Where communication patterns were restricted among spouses
we as sUITled that supportive relationships outside the ITlarriage would
be sought fo r need fulfillITlent. In addition , we speculated that the
accessibility of friends would further reduce the likelihood that these
spouses would rely upon one another for support by making available
to them apredictable source of assistance as well as a channel for
sel£-expression. For the more conventionally structured ITlarriage ,
this situation would tend to be characterized by ITlore authoritarian
→-←~→-← •‘
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personalities , having low ll1arital verbal accessibility and a close ...
knit social network. However , the results did not support this rea ...
soning and the hypothe se s we re not sub stantiated. Pe rhap s the
defense ll1echanisll1 s e ll1ployed by the authoritarian personality pro-
vide adequate support thell1 selves. COll1ll1unication with others out-
side the ll1arriage then may not necessarily be in order when ll1arital
VA is low.
In a study with sill1 ilar hypotheses , Nooney and Polansky (1 962)
addressed thell1 selve s to the relationship between authoritarianisll1
and the degree of perceived similarity in others as these two factors
jointly influence VA. Their results revealed an inverse relationship
of statistical significance: authoritarian individuals were found to be
less verbally accessible with persons holding sill1ilar attitudes , than
with those having dissill1 ilar attitudes. This they felt was inagree-
ll1ent with clinical experience:
We know that whereas ll1any people are encouragedby
sill1ple acceptance to "open up" , those with a conven-
tionalized , rigid stance need ll10re than just a reduction
of restraints. They seell1 to require an incitell1ent- ..
either in the service of self-justification or in the plea-
sure of expressing their unconscious negativisll1, and
oppo sition (p. 41).
The absence of substantiating data to support the last two
hypotheses ll1ay have also been affected by the instrum.ent used in
ll1easuring the couple I s social network. Its lack of sophistication
and precision raises the question of its validity.
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A third factor to consider is the sample group itself. Many of
the subje cts 'we re , to varying de gree s, in transitional state s in their
life space. SOITlewere experiencing the upsets of ITloving to the
Portland ITletropolitan area. ApproxiITlately one fourth of the subject
groupwas beginning its graduate studies and another fourthwas re-
turning for its second year. Mostwere facedwith the dile ITlITlas ac-
cOITlpanying new role adjustments. Responsiveness to interaction
ITlay vary fro ITl one period in a person' s life to another, and differ-
ences ITlay also be linked to corresponding differences in a subject's
contemporary experiences (Rickers-Ovsiankina and Kusman, 1958,
and Nooney and Polansky, 1962).
II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Marriagewhich take s place between two personalitie sand
within a social situation is in essence a relationship. It is not just
personal but interpersonal and interactional in nature. "In an analy-
sis of the dynaITlics of marriage , two factors need consideration:
the persons and the ITlarriage , the characteristics of the individuals
involved and their interaction in the marriage" (Stone and Levine,
1965 , p. 277). It 'was the priITlary aim of the study reported here to
focus upon the interpersonal and interactional aspects of this social
institution and to asse ss associations, not causative factors , between
seve ral variable s.
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The tremendous influence and importance that marriage plays
in the lives of most people is not to be underestimated. Not only
immature individuals , but mature persons as well , caught in the web
of !TIarital strife and conflict often begin to show signs of personality
!TIaladjust!TI ent and deterioration.
Christensen (1950) asserts:
There is a two-way relationship between family stability
and the health of fa!TI ily !TIembers. In one direction , it can
be shown that if the husband and wife , and children are
getting along with each other they are more likely to be
healthy individuals; and , conversely , if they are in con-
stant tension and conflict with each other they are !TIore
likely to become neurotic , or psychotic , or to develop
physical illnesses that arepsychoso!TIatic in origin
(p. 360).
It is probably safe to state that beyond the influence of parents
upon the individual during childhood , no factor has agreater or more
significant effect upon an individual ’s life than marriage. A !TIarital
partne r is in a !TIOst strategic po sition to a£fec t adult develop!TI ent in
either a bεneficial or a destructive way.
In our society and culture , considerable value has been placed
on rO!TIantic 10γe ， and !TIany !TIen and WO!TIen have come to regard it
as the main basis for marriage. Too frequently potential !TIarriage
partners fail to really know one another prior to the !TIarriage cere-
!TIony. They have , to varying degrees , married a facade without
having achieved an interpersonal relationship reflec tive of an "I and
thou" quality. At best , the courtship period cannot possibly reveal
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true character , the "real person , "like the daily behavior of part-
ners thrown together in the prolonged intilllacy of lllarriage. And
what proportion of lllarried couples in Am.erica fail to ever achieve
a reciprocal relationship of lllutual self~disclosure?
Rεlative to this question , Jourard (l959a) asserts:
It 's possible to be involvεd in a social group , such as a
falllily or work setting , for years and years , playing
one' s role s nicely with the other IIIεlllbers--andnever
getting to know the persons who are playing the role s.
Roles can be played personally and impersonally.
a husband can be Inarried to his wife for fifteen years
and never COIne to know her. He knows her as "the
wife" (p. 5 02 ) .
That Inate s often go through life without really knowing their
spouses seelllS Inost unfortunate and not conducive to personal ful-
fillInent. The aInount of personal inforInation that oneperson is
willing to disclose to another appears to be an index of thε "close-
ness" of the relationship , and of the affection , love , and trust that
prevailsbetween two people. In Inore general terms , self-disclosure
and cathexis for the other person Inay bε said to be correlated. Evi-
dence to support this proposition steIn S from both clinical observa-
tion and systeInatic research (Jourard , 1959b).
In contrast to less cOInplex cultures , or even that of e q. rly
Am.erican society, social changes have had , and are having a dis-
turbing effect upon the traditional roles which Inen and WOInen are
expected to enact within the Inarriage relationship. A vitally
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important example of this has been the emancipation of women. As a
result of women ’ s emancipation , the early period of many modern
marriages is one in which husband and wife maneuver and struggle
fo r po sitions of advantage and control- - attempting to define role s
which were previously prescribed by the culture (Christensen , 1950).
Their need is thus increased for successful interaction , and a high
level of VA, within the marriage gestalt. Discrepancies， betweεn
the spouses centering around areas of their respective value sys-
tems , attitudes , and sentiments need to be worked out. VA of the
partners appears to be important in order to cope successfully with
the resultant role confusion and to facilitate the re-establishment of
their ego-identities.
An essential assumption for conceiving marriage in the above
manner is the notion that in its development the personality of each
partner is subject to continuous variation. Foote (1963) alludes to
marriage as a pair of intercontingent careers , not in the conventional
sense of the term , but in the sense of the orderly development of the
personwithin the context of his relationships with others over time.
He argues that it is logical to spεak of marriage , not as static , but
as a developmεntal process; an evolution through the enrichment or
impoverishment of interpersonal relations. As such , a marriage is
not likely to stand still or continue unchanged for very long. Arrest
in the development of either partner makes it vulnerable to
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breakdown. Mates are , ideally , agents of mutual development as
they inte rac t with one another. Not infrequently people find them-
selves in marriages which tend to promote or demote the process of
socialization , or "becoming , " using a term coined by Gordon Allport
(1955).
This approach has valuable relevance in terms of treatment.
A "good" marriage doe s not nece ssarily have as a prerequisite two
neurosis-free individuals. The constructive and destructive ele-
ments and their continuation in the interaction are at least as critical
to the ultimate balance or equilibrium attained in the marriagε. It
is possible to offer treatment for certain discordant marital situa-
tions , and to achieve substantial improvements in the se relations ,
without working through all the unconscious neurotic complications
in each partner (Gomberg , 1961).
Nelson N. Foote (1963 ), who has conducted extensive research
at the Family Center at the University of Chicago , is a strong pro-
ponent of the interpersonal and interactional approach to marriage.
He contends that the stability of relationships among family mem-
bers is more a matter of ordered interpersonal relationships than
the particular characteristics or traits the individual possesses at
the time of marriage. He describes marriage as a developmental
process the stability of which is modified in time as the personality
changes in family members and as members adjust to life ’s
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situations. This conception of marriage as a developmental process
is a relatively new approach to this oldest of social institutions.
III. IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES
The findings of this study are relevant to marital satisfaction.
It was assumed that the more willing were spouses to express among
themselves important attitudes and feelings the greater would be the
intensity of their marriage relationship. Howevεr a qualitative mea-
surem.ent of marital satisfaction , or other measures of the emotional
significance of marriage were not employed due to the rεsearchers’
proximity to the sample subjects. Future re search could contribute
a great deal by correlating these or similar findings with data
obtained from marital satisfaction schedules or in-depth interviews
of marital partners.
A relatεd research project might concern itself with developing
criteria for the prediction of marital success or failure. We suggest
that the relationships between AFI and VA established in this study.
be used as a basis for evaluating the development of the interactional
process over an extended period. Divorce , separation , or the
couple's involvement in conciliatory sessions could be utilized as
criteria for varying degreξs of dεte rio ration in mar riage.
Further inve stigation of the V A and AFI re sponse catego rie s
for each marital partner would be valuable for assessing the
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inte rae tional εffect which spouses have upon one another as well as
the total rn. arriage relationship. We would conjecture that certain
corn.binations of personality types in a rn.arriage would define in part
particular patte rns of corn.ITlunic ation. Thε study conducted by
Nooney and Polansky (1962) revealed that, in general , authoritar-
ian personalities were rn.ore verbally accessible with individuals
holding dissirn. ilar attitudes than with those having sirn. ilar attitudes.
Future research rn. ight address itself to this finding in the context
of an intirn.ate marriage relationship.
Empirically , our sarn.ple group could be described , in gξneral
terrn. s , as having low AFI and relatively high VA scores. The extent
to which this typifies urban , middle-class marriagεswas not deter-
rn. ined due to the absence of corn.parison groups. For comparative
purposes then , it would be rn.eaningful to test the hypotheses of this
study with sarn.ples varying in socio-economic standing.
Finally , we would suggest that future research include addi-
tional assessrn. ents of the social context of rn.arriage. It is recog-
nized that the friends and relatives of marital partners do influencε
the rn.arriage relationship , for instance as sourcεs of emotional sup-
port and assistance , as confidεnts and the like. An adequate method
of rn. easuring the effect of persons outside the rn.arriage would
increase our understanding of the rn.arital relationship.
.......
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FORMAT FOR PHONE CONTACT
1. Introduce self and your association with the thesis group.
2. "Did you receive our letter inviting you and your husband/wife to
par tic ipate in our survey? fI
"Do you have any que stion scone erning the survey?"
tiThe questionnaires deal with general attitudes and opinions about
family living. Because of our association with thε school , we are
taking special precautionary rneasures to ensure confidentiality.
Actua.lly this thesis project is a continuation of a series of studies
carried out by graduate students at the school. "
’'The questionnaires will take a little over an hour to complete and
can be taken in your home at a convenient time. What would be a
convenient tirne for you?"
3. Arrange a time.
4. Ask for directions to the home if you are unfarniliar with the area.
5. Leave your phone number in case they are unable to keep the
appointed time.
FORMAT FOR HOME CONTACT
(NOTE TO INTERVIEWER)
If the· appointment was made more than four days in advance , the
interviewer should call the couple one day before the appointed
date to remind them of the appointment.
The interviewer should arrive at the couple' s home with at least
three sharpened lead pencils , a complete set of questionnaires for
the couple , and a sarnple copy of the questionna i.re instruc tions
for his own per sonal use.
1. Introduce self.
2. "We appreciate your willingness to participate in this survey. We
have chosen you to be a part of this survey because we wanted a
rnature group of students who would have a relatively high degree
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of self-awarene s s and sophistication and who wou~d re spond
honestly and openly to the questionnaires. "
3. If necessary , repeat the information given during the phone con-
tact with emphasis on the fact that the questionnaires deal with
general attitudes and opinions about family living.
4. Distribute the questionnaires one at a time reminding the couple
that there are no right or wrong answer s to thεse quεstionnair e s.
1) Fir st Que stionnaire - Family Friend s Survey
"The fir s t que s tionnair e is enti tled Family Fr iend s Survey
and is to be taken by both of you together. It should take
approximately 20 minutes to complete. I will read over the
instructions with you. "
(NOTE TO INTERVIEWER)
The· interviewer should rεad the instructions for this question-
naire one column at a time pausing after the instructions for each
column to allow the couple to complete that column ,
The interviewer should spend plenty of time on the instruc tions to
make sure the subjects have a good understanding of what is
expec ted of theIn e
The interviewer should be seated in such a way so as not to be
ablε to see the couple ’ s answer shεet.
2) Second Questionnaire .. Interaction Survey
"This second questionnaire is entitled Interaction Survey and
is to befiUed out individually , These questionnaires have
been coded with a number and a letter (H/W) so that when all
the data is collεcted， we can distinguish which husband and
which wife make up a singlε couple , Your names will in no
way be associated with these codes. ’!
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Have each spouse fill in the face sheet attached to the answer
sheet. tiThe fir st page of the answer sheet is for genεral
information and will be used to describξ general character-
istic s of our samplε group. tI
"I will read over the instructions with you and answer any
questions yO l,l might have. tI (If the parents are not living ,
instruct the participants to answer the questionnaire as if
the parent was living.)
"Work the sample item on the instruction sheet to make sure
you understand the procedure." (Check the sample for
errors. )
"Please do not sit together while answering this questionnaire
so that you cannot see each other ’ s answer sheet." (Do not
allow the couple to compare answer s at a n.y time. )
3) Third Questionnaire - Family Problems Survey
"This third questionnaire is entitled Family Problems Survey
and is coded for the same reason as the questionnaire pre-
viously takεn. I will read over the instructions with you. "
(NOTE TO INTERVIEWER)
Collect each questionnaire as it is completed , glance through it
to make sure it is fully and cO ,rrectly completed , placξ it in the
lar ge manilla envelope provided. The in.terviewer should explain
to the couple that he is tlgiving the questionnaire a final check to
be sure that all the items on every page have been completed. If
s. "Do you have any reactions to these questionnaires?"
(NOTE TO INTERVIEWER)
The interviewer ’ s response to these reactions should be geared
toward the premise that the survey deals with the general attitudes
and opinions on family living and not on marriage or marital
interac tion
6. "Thank you for your time and willingness to complete these ques-
tionnaires. If you are interested in the results of our study , we
would be happy to send you a summary of the findings. "
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Oc tober 7 , 1968
Dear Student:
As part of our thesis we are conducting a survey on some
aspects of marital interaction. We are looking forward to you and
your spouse participating in our survey.
The survey consists of three written questionnaires. The
first two are to be taken individually without prompting from your
spouse. These are standardized questionnaires which have been
found to be both interesting and enjoyable by large numbers of people.
The third questionnaire is to be taken jointly by you and your spouse.
A member of this research team will personally contact you
within thε next wεek to discuss your participation in the survey and to
arrange a convenient time for you to answer the quep~ionnaires. The
questionnaires will take a little over an hour to cOIT1plete.
The information obtained from these questionnaires is strictly
confidential and will in no way be per sonally as soc iated with you and
yo q. r spouse. We arε interεsted only in the results of the question-
naires and not in the specific couples taking them , Our sample will
consist of approximately fifty couples all of whom will have at least
one spou s e attεnding Portland State Collεge School of Social Work.
Upon completion of the questionnaires , you will be given an
envelope addressed to the research group. We are asking that you be
responsible for returning the questionnaires. There will be no namεs，
numbers , or other symbols used to identify you and your spouse with
the completed questionnaires.
Upon completion of the thesis project , the rεsuIts will be
pr inted and a summary of the find ing swill be sent to you.
We appreciate your cooperation in helping us with this project. "
Sincerely ,
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FAMILY FRIENDS SUR VEY
The questionnaire which you have been given is to be completed
with your spouse. The diagram below consists of three columns.
COLUMN I: In Column I , please write in the boxes provided the first
name(s) only of as many individuals and/or couples whom you and lor
your spouse consider to be your closest friend(s). By closest friend
is meant any person with whom you talk about important life situa-
tions , problems , and beliefs. After each n.ame , in the space pro-
vided , please write an (R) if this individual is a relative , or an (N) if
this individual is not a relative. If you put the name of a single person
in a box , write below that name an (H) if this individual is contacted
mainly by the husband or a (W) if this individual is contacted mainly
by the wife.
COLUMN II: In Column II , please circle the approximate number of
contacts per month which you and/or your spouse have with each
individual or couple listed. The term contact refers to any type of
communication made such as letter s , phone calls , visits , etc.
COLUMN III: In Column III , please indicate which of your friends
are well acquainted (i. e. , maintain social contacts with each other at
least monthly). Draw lines connecting these friends.
COLUMN I COLUMN II COLUMN III
Closest Friends R/N No. of Times Con- Friends Who Know
tacted per Month Each Other
I .. 3
1 . 4 .. 6
7 or more
1 .. 3
2. 4 .. 6 2--
7 or more
1 - 3
3. 4 - 6 3- ..
7 or more
=-~
1 억 3
4. 4 .. 6 4--
7 or more
1 마 3
5. 4 .. 6 5--
7 or more
GENERAL INFORMATION SHEET
A. Occupation:
B. Age:
C. Year s of Education: High School
Collegε
Business or other
D. Number of years married:
E. Number of children in family:
F. How long have you lived in your present community?
8'0
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INTERAC TION SURVEY
Instruc tions:
The answer~sheetwhich you have been given has columns with
the headings: Parent , Closest Friend , and Spouse. Please read each
item on the questionnaire , and then indicate on the answer sheet the
extξnt that you would talk about that item to each person; tha. t is , the
extent to which you would make your self known to that per son. Usξ
the rating scale that you see on the answer sheet to describe the
extent you would talk about each item. For your own convenience ,
in the space provided , write in which parent t;1nd which closest friend
you will be referring to in responding to the items.
Examples:
Items: A , My view s on communism.
B. My personal viεw s on dr in~ing.
Answer Sheξt:
Rating_ Scale
0: Would tell the other person nothing about this aspect
of me.
1: Would talk in general terms about this item. The
other per son would have only a general idea about
this aspec t of me.
2: Would talk in full and complete detail about this item
to the other per son. He would know me fully in this
respect , and could describe me accurately.
X: Would lie or misrepresent myself to the other per son
so that he has a false picture of me.
P C F S
A L R P
R 。 I O
E S E U
N E N S
T S D E
T
-
~
A. [그
B. [그
8'2
1. What I think and feel about religion; my personal religious views.
2. My views on the present government--the president , government
policies , etc 。
3. My views on the question of racial integration in schools , trans-
portation , etc.
4. My per sonal view s on sexual morality톨 - how I feel that I and
other s ought to behave in sexual matter s.
5. My personal standards of beauty and attractiveness in women--
what I consider to be attractive in a woman
6. The things that I regard as desirable for a man to be--what I
look for in a man.
7. My feelings about how parents ought to deal with children.
8. My、 favorite foods , the ways I like food prepared , and my food
dislikes.
9. Mγ likes and dislikes in music.
10. My favorite reading matter 。
11. The kinds of movies that I like to see best; the TV shows that
are my favorite s 。
12. My tastes in clothing.
13. My favorite ways of spεnding spare time , e. g. , hunting , read-
ing , cards , sports events , parties , dancing , etc 。
14. What I would appreciate most for a present.
15. What I find to be the worst pressures and strains in my work.
16. What I feel are my shortcomings and handicaps that prevent me
from working as I ’d like to , or that prevent me from getting
further ahead in my work.
17. How I feel thatmy work is appreciated by others (e.g" boss ,
fellow-workers , teacher , husband , etc ‘)
~13
18. My a m.bitions and goals· in m.y ·wor:k.
19. My feelings about the salary or rewards that I get for my work.
20. How I feel about the choice of career that I have made-~whether
or not I'm satisfied with i t.
21. How I really feel about the people that I work for , or work with.
22. How much money I make at my work , or get as an allowance.
23. Whether or not lowe money; if so , how much.
24. Whether or not I have savings , and the amount.
25. Whether or not others owe me money; the amount, and who owes
it to me.
26. All of my present sources of incoITle--wages , fees , allowance ,
dividends , etc.
27. My most pressing need for money right now , e. g. , outstanding
bills , some major purchase that is desired or needed.
28. How I budget ITlY money--the propprtion that goes to necessities ,
luxurie s , etc.
29. The aspec ts of my per sonality that I dislike , worry about , that I
regard as a handicap to me.
30. What feelings , if any , that I have trouble expressing or controL!',·
ling.
31. The facts of my present sex life--including knowlεdge of how I
get sexual gratification; any problems that I might have; with
whom I have relations , if anybody.
32. Whether or not I feel that I am attractive to the opposite sex;
my problem s , if any , about getting favorable attention from the
oppo site sex.
33. The kinds of things that just make me furious.
34. What it takes to hurt my feelings deeply.
8A
35. Thε kinds of things that make me especially proud of myself ,
elated , full of self-esteem , or self-respect ,
36. My feelings about the appearance of my face--things I don't like ,
and things that I rnight like about my face and head--nose , eyes ,
hair , tξeth ， etc.
37. My feεlings about different parts of my body".-legs , hips , waist ,
weight , chest , or bust , etc.
38. Any problerns and worriεs that I had with rny appearanc e in the
past.
39. ·Whether or not I now have any h~alth problems--e. g. , trouble
with sleep , digξstion ， fernale cornplaints , heart condition ,
allergies , headaches , piles , etc.
40. Whether or not I have any long-range worries or concerns about
ll1y health , e. g. , cancer , ulcers , heart trouble.
41. Whεther or not I now make special efforts to keep fit , healthy ,
and attractive , e. g. , calisthenics , diet.
42. My feelings about my adequacy in sεxual behavior - -whethεr or
not I feξ1 able to perforrn adequately in sex-relationships.
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ANSWER SHEET FOR INTERACTION SUR VEY
Rating Scale: 0: Would tell the other per son nothing about this aspect
of TIle.
1 ~ Would talk in general terTIl s about this item. The
other per son would have only a general idea about
this aspect of TIl e.
2: WO l,lld talk in full and cOTIlplete detail about this item
to the other per son. He would know TIl e fully in this
respect and could describe TIl e accurately.
X: Would He or misrepresent TIlyself to the other per-
son so that he has a false picture of me.
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FAMILY PROBLEMS SURVE강
Instructions:
On the next page are opinions which some people have about
parents and children. You will notice that there are two opinions
about the same thing with the same number in front of them. Put a
check mark in front of the one you agree with , Mark one opinion of
each pair.
Sometimes you will find that you don't agree with either one.
Then choo se the one that is closer to your own idea , or the one that
is a little better. If you agree with both , choose the one you like
better.
Work quickly and do not linger over anyone item. Check onξ
。pinion of each pair.
Examples:
X •... A. Most married couples want to have at least one child ,
•.. B. Many married couples don't ever want to have chHdren.
. • A. When a new-born baby cries , his mother can always quiet
him quickly.
X ...• B.When a new-born baby criεs ， his mother sometimes does
not know what to do for him.
Notice that sentence A is marked in the fir st examp!e and
sentence B in the second example. Now go ahead with the other s.
Choo se one of each pair.
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1•••• A. You can spoil a tiny baby by picking him up every time he
crles.
· . B. You cannot spoil a tiny baby by picking him up every time
he cries.
2 .... A. Par εnts should not pay any attention when small children
use naughty words .
. . . B. Parents should punish small children when they use naughty
words.
3 .... A. It is all right for a three-year-old to have a bottle at bed-
time.
• . B. A three-year -old is too old to have a bottle.
4 , ... A. A father should be his son's best pal.
.. B. A father should not try to be his son's best pal.
5 .... A. If you let children eat what they want , they ’11 eat candy all
day long .
. , . B. Children usually will eat wholesome food if they are given
the chance.
6•••• A. Teen-ager s cannot be expected to be grateful to their
parents .
• . . . B. After all the sacrifices parents make , teen-age children
should be grateful to them.
7 .... A. If a young mother find s her baby puzzling , she should talk
to some older , more experienced woman about her prob-
lems.
· . B. If a young rno ther find s her baby puz zling , she should talk
to friends her own age who have the same kinds of prob-
lems.
8 .... A. Small babie s should be fed when they ar e hungry ,
· . B. Small babies should be fed on a regular schedule.
9 •... A. Most people are friendly if you give them a chance .
. .. . B. Some people just won't warm. up , no matter how friendly
you ar e to them.
10 ..•• A. A three-year -old who wets his pants should be made to feel
ashamed of himself.
· . B. There is no use making a child feel ashamed when he wets
his pants.
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11 .... A. A child of 8 should have a little money to spend without
telling his parents .
. . B. A child of 8 should tell his parents how he spends his money.
12.... A. Breast-feeding is unpleasant for the mother .
•... B. Breast~feeding is pleasant for the mother.
13 .... A. Athree야year-old is likely to be more disturbed by having
his tonsils out than a six-year-old .
. B. It is better to have tonsils taken out at three than at six ,
since a three-year-old soon forgets.
14•..• A. Boys and girls should use the same toilet at kindergarten .
. . B. Boys and girls should use different toilets at kindergarten.
15 .... A. The best way to wean a baby from the bottle is to do it
gradually .
. • B. The best way to wean a baby from thebottle is to take it
away and never let him see it again.
16 .... A. If a child is old enough to ask a question , he is old enough
to be answered .
. • • . B. Children ask questions about a lot of things they shouldn ’t
know about.
17 .... A. It is up to the parents to train a child to have regular
toilet habits .
• . • • B. If too much fuss isn't made , a child ’ s toilet training will
take care of itself.
18 .••• A , A lot of so-called child experts would learn a lot from
having to bring up their own children.
. . B. People who have studied children , even though they haven't
any of their own , can contribute useful ideas to parents.
19 •• ,. A. A mother should let her baby feed him self as soon as he is
able to , .even if he spills a lot .
.•.• _, .• B.. A mother should not let her baby feed him self until he can
do so without too much spilling.
20 ...• A. Girls are usually about as destructive as boys .
..... • . B‘. Boys are usually more destructive than girls.
21..•. , A. If you don't get along with your own parents , you can't
expect to get along with anyone else.
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• . B. Lots of people who don ’t get along with their ownparents
find m.uch happines s with other people as they grow up.
22 .... A. If a boy of 6 or 7 lies or steals , he should be punished
severely.
· .. B. Lying and stealing aren't very serious in boys 6 or 7.
23 .... A. Nature didn ’t intend childbirth to be a painful experience.
· . B. Having p. baby is painful , and only people who have not gone
through it think that it does not have to be.
24 .... A. If a two-year-old still wets his bed , he should be waked
during the night and taken to the toilet.
· . B. A child should not be waked to be taken to the toilet.
25 ... . A. No child should be permitted to strike his mother.
· .. B. A mother should not be harsh with a sm.all child who
strikes her.
26 .... A. Mothers should prepare good meals and let children eat
what they like .
.. B. Mothers should teach children to eat everything on their
plates.
27 .... A. Children are not concerned about things related to sex
until they reach teen-age.
· . B. Even sm.all children are interested in things related to sex.
28 .... A. No wom.,an should be expec ted to have m.ore than two chil-
dren .
. . . . B. Mo s t 'women want one mor e baby , no m.atter how m.any
children they have.
29 .... A. The most difficult children to handle are the ones who are
too fearfu l.
· . B. The most difficult children to handle are the ones who are
too mean and naughty.
30 .... A. Parents should not ask about a five 특year-old ’ s bowel move-
ment unless he ,i s> sick.
· .. B. A child of five should be reminded every day to have his
bowel movement.
31 .... A. The problems and worries of childhood are just as hard
for children as grownup problems are for adults.
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· .. B. Childhood is the best time of life , and children often don't
r ealiz e how luc ky they ar e.
32 ..•• A. A six~month~old baby should be given his bottle in the crib ,
so his mother will have more time for work and rest.
• .•. B. A six-month-old baby should always be held when he is
given a bottle.
33 .... A. More people are doing agood job of raising children today
than 30 year sago.
• ... B. Fewer people are doing a good job of raising children
today than 30 yearsago.
34..•. A. Men are much more interested than women in the physical
side of marriage .
. • B. Women are about as much interested as men in the physical
side of marriage.
35 .•.. A. It is important to see that a young child does not form bad
habits.
· •. B. If a young child is happy , he will not form bad habits.
36...• A. There ’ s no sense in a woman' s going through the pain of
childbirth··when'··ther송 ar당·so many drugs and m.odern
medical technique s to pr event the pain.
· .. B. It’ s worth taking a chance on having pain in order to be
completely q.wake when the baby is born.
37. fl •• A. Most children have times when they hate their mothers .
• . B. There is something wrong with a child who hates his
mother.
38 .... A. If a three-year -old still sucks his thumb , his mother
should prevent it or punish him.
· ... B. A mother should not prevent a three-year-old from suck-
ing his thumb , or punish him for doing so.
39 ..•. A. If parents tq.ught their children obedience , the children
would :r,t’ t get into trouble with the law .
• '~ •• B. When a child gets into trouble with: the 1aw , it is usually
because his parents don ’t love him enough.
40 A. Pregnancy is a time when most women look especially nice.
· B. No matter how cleverly maternity clothes are made , a
pregnant woman looks clumsy and unattractive.
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41 •... A. A wife should be willing to let her husband bring a friend
horne to dinner on short notice.
· ... B. A wife shouldn ’ t be expected to have dinner ready for a
guest on short notice.
42 ..•. A. If you are very angry towards your child , there is no use
trying to hide your feelings .
. . B. If you have mean feelings toward s your child , you should
not let the child know
43 0 .0.A. The best way to teach children to be generous is for their
parents to be generous to them.
· ... B. The best way to teach children to be generous is to m.ake
them be generous to other s.
44. 0 •• A. Children should be allowed to criticize their parents .
•. . B. Children should not be disrespectful of their parents.
45 •.•. A. Parents of small children shouldn ’t go out two or three
nights a week.
· ... B. It is all right for parents of small children to go out two or
three nights a week if they enjoy it.
46 .... A. If an older child strikes a younger one , he should always
be punished .
. . B. If an older child strikes a younger one , he may have a good
reason for it.
47 •.•• A. Boys like to date "fast" girls , but when it comes to getting
married , they choose girls for whom they have more
respect.
· ... B , Mo st boys marry the same kind of girl they have been. going
out with.
48 .... A. A four-year-old is more interested in sex differences than
an eight-year -old .
.. . B. An eight-year .,. old is more interested in sex differences
than a four -year -old.
490 ••• A. Punishing a child doesn't do any good if you makeup to
him right afterward s .
. . . B. It is best to make up with a child right after punishing him.
50 ••. oA , It is foolish for a woman to spend time cleaning house
when she ha s a bad cold.
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.... B. A WOn1an should keep her house neat even when she has a
bad cold.
5l .... A. It is possible to be friends withpeople whose actions you
disapprove of .
. . B. It is in1possible to be friends with people whose actions you
disapprove of.
52 •.. • A. Most children nowadays aren't taught to respect their
par ents enough.
o •• 0 B o Children have as n1uch respect for their parents nowadays
as they ever did.
53 ....A. It is fun to hear a five-year~old tell big stories .
. . • B. A five-year~old should be taught not to tell big stories that
aren ’ t true.
54.... A. No n1atter how n1uch a WOn1an wants a baby , pregnancy is
an unpleasant experience .
. . . B. Most WOn1 en find pregnancy an especially pleasant tin1 e of
life.
55 ..•. A. It is wonderful·to have your own n10ther with you when you
cOn1 e hOn1 e fron1 the hospital with a new baby •
. . B. A WOn1an is better off with outside help instead of her own
n10ther when she COn1e s hOn1e fron1 the ho spital with a new
baby.
56 •••• A. Most n10thers nowadays let their children get away with
too n1uch .
. . . . B. Most n10thers nowadays do a pretty good job of raising
their childre"n
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Items: (H X W = ) COUPLE #
l 。 22.
23 。
~:< ~ HW VA2.
3. 24.
4. 25.
5 。 26. H
6 。 27. Parent
7. 28 。 C l. Friend
8. 29.
9. 30. Spouse
10. 31.
11 . 32.
12: 33: W
13. 34.
14 0 35. Parent
15. 36. C l. Friend
16. 37. Spouse
17 。 38.
18 。 39.
19. 40.
20 0 41.
21 0 42. ~:< Sum of the multiplied item
scores for HW on the VA ,
for Spouse column only.
z
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TABLE IX
VERBAL ACCESSIBILITY (VA) FOR THREE TARGET PERSONS
Target Number Standard
of Range Mean VariancePerson Cases Deviation
Spouse 100 54-84 76.55 63.69 7.98
Parent 100 12=84 50.89 326.38 18.07
E’ riend 100 23-84 56.55 261.93 16. 18
